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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Time allowed : 3 hours Maximum Marks : 70

Instructions:

(i) All questions are compulsory.

(ii) Programming Language: C+ +

QUESTION PAPER CODE 91/1

1 (a) Difference between the formal parameters and actual parameters. Also, give a
suitable C++ code to illustrate both. 2

(b) Which C++header file(s) are essentially required to be included to run/execute
the following C++ source code(Note: Do not include any header file, which
is/are not required ): 1

{

char STRING[]="SomeThing";

cout<<"Balance Characters:"<<160-strlen(STRING)<<endl;

}

(c) Rewrite the following program after removing the syntactical errors (if any).
Underline each correction. 2

#include<iostream.h>

class BOOK

{

long BId,Qty;

Public:

void Purchase() {cin>>BId>>Qty;}

void Sale

{
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cout<<setw(5)<<BId<<"Old:"<<Qty<<endl;

cout<<"New: "<<--Qty<<endl;

}

};

void main ()

{

BOOK B;

B.Purchase() ;

Sale ();

B. Sale ()

}

(d) Find the output of the following program: 3

# include<iostream.h>

class TRAIN

{

int Tno, TripNo, PersonCounti

public:

TRAIN(int Tmno=l) {Tno=Tmno;TripNo=O;PersonCount=O;}

void Trip(int TC=100) {TripNo++;PersonCount+=TC;}

voidShow(){cout<<Tno<<":"<<TripNo<<":"<<PersonCount<<endl;}

};

void main ( )

{

TRAIN T(10) ,N;

N. Trip ();

T . Show ();
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T.Trip(70);

N.Trip(40);

N. Show ();

T . Show ();

}

(e) Find the output of the following program: 2

#include<iostream.h>

#include<ctype.h>

typedef char Txt80[80];

void main ( )

{

Char *PTexti

Txt80 Txt="Ur2GReAt";

int N=6;

PText=Txt;

while (N>=3)

{

Txt[N]=(isupper(Txt[N])?tolower (Txt [N]:toupper(Txt[N]));

cout<<PText<<endl;

N--;

PText++;

}

}

(f) Observe the following program and find out, which output(s) out of (i) to
(iv) will not expected from the program? What will be the minimum and the
maximum value assigned to the variable Chance? 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>
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void main ( )

{

randomize ()

int Game[]={10,16},P;

int Turn=random(2)+5;

for(int T=O; T<=2; T++)

{

P=random (2) ;

Cout<<Game[P]+ Turn<<"*";

}

}

(i) 15 # 22 #

(ii) 22 # 16 #

(iii) 16 # 21 #

(iv) 21 # 22 #

2. (a) What is the difference between the members in private visibility mode and the
members  in public visibility mode inside a class? Also, give a suitable C++
code to illustrate both. 2

(b) Answer the questions(i) and (ii) after going through the following class: 2

class Tour

{

int LocationCode;char Location[20];float Charges;

public:

Tour() //Function 1

{

LocationCode=l; strcpy(Location, "PURI"); Charges=1200;
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}

void TourPlain(float C) //Function 2

{

cout<<PlaceCode«": "<<Place<<": "«Charges<<endl;

Charge+=100;

}

Tour(int LC, char L[], float C) { //Function 3

LocationCode-LC; strcpy (Location,L); Charges=C;

} //Function 4

~Tour ( )

{

cout<<"Tour Plan Cancelled"<<endl;

}

} ;

(i) In Object Oriented Programming, what are Function 1 and Function 3
combined together referred as?

(ii) In Object Oriented Programming, which concept is illustrated by
Function 4? When is this function called/invoked?

(c) Define a class SUPPLY in C++ with following description: 4

Private Members

Code of type int

Food Name of type string

Sticker of type string

Food Type of type string

A member function Get Type ( ) to assign the following values for
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Food Type as per the given Sticker:

Sticker Food Type

GREEN Vegetarian

YELLOW Contains Egg

RED NON-Vegetarian

Public Members

A function Foodln ( ) to allow user to enter values for Code, FoodName,
Sticker and call function Get Type ( ) to assign respective FoodType.

A function FoodOut ( ) to allow user to view the content of all the data
members.

(d) Answer the questions (i) to (iv) based on the following: 4

class ORGANIZATION

(

char Address[20];

double Budge, Income;

protected:

void Computet();

public:

ORGANIZATION();

void Get();

void Show();

} ;

class WORKAREA: Public ORGANIZATION

{

char Address[20];

int Staff;
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protected:

double Pay;

void Calculate();

public:

WORKAREA () ;

void Enter() ;

void Display() ;

} ;

class SHOWROOM: Private ORGANIZATION

{

char Address [20];

void Enter() ;

void Show() ;

} ;

(i) Name the type of inheritance illustrated in the above C++ code.

(ii) Write the names of all the data members, which are accessible from
member functions of class SHOWROOM

(iii) Write the names of all the member functions, which are accessible from
objects belonging to class WORKAREA.

(iv) Write the name of all the members, which are accessible from objects
of Class SHOWROOM.

3. (a) Write a function SWAP2CHANGE (int p [ ], int N) in C++ to modify the
content of the array in such a way that the elements, which are multiples of 10
swap with the value present in the very next position in the array. 3

For Example:

If the content of array P IS

91, 50, 54, 22, 30, 54

The content of array P should become

91, 54, 50, 22, 54, 30
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(b) An array 5[10] [30] is stored in the memory along the column with each of its
element  occupying 2 bytes. Find out the memory location of 5[5][10], if
element 5[2][15] is stored at the location 8200. 3

(c) Write a function in C++ to perform Insert operation on a dynamic Queue
containing DVD'S information (represented with the lelp of an array of structure
DVD). 4

struct DVD

{

long No; //DVD Nunber

char Title[20]; //DVD Title DVD *Link;

} ;

(d) Write a function SKIPEACH (int H[] [3], int C, int R) in C++ to display all
alternate elements from two - dimensional array H (starting from H [0] [0]). 2

For example:

If the array is containing:

12 45 67

33 90 76

21 43 59

The output will be

12      67 90    59

(e) Evaluate the following POSTFIX notation. Show status of Stack after every
step of evaluation (i.e after each operation.) 2

False, NOT, True, AND, True, False, OR, AND

4 (a) Observe the program segment given below carefully and the questions that follow: 1

class Inventory

{

int Ano, Qty; char Article [20] ;

public:

void Input() {cin>>Ano; gets (Article) :cin>>Qty:}
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void Issue(int Q) {Qty+=Q;}

void procure(int Q) {Qty-=Q;}

int GetAno() {return Ano;}

} ;

void ProcureArticle (int TAno, int TQty)

{

fstream File;

File. open ("STOCK, DAT", ios::binary|ios::in|ios::out);

Inventory I;

int Found =0;

while (Found ==0 && File.read«char*)&I, sizeof(I)))

{

if (TAno == S. GetAno())

{

I. Procure (TQty) ;

____________ // Statement 1

____________ // Statement 2

Found ++;

}

}

if (Found == 1)

cout<<"Procurement Updated"<<endl;

else

cout<<"Wrong Article No<<endl.;

File.close() :

}

(i) Write statement 1 to position the file pointer to the appropriate place,
so that the data updation is done for the required Article.
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(ii) Write statement 2 to perform the write operation so that the updation is
done in the binary file.

(b) Write a function in C++ to read the content of a text file "PLACES.TXT" and
display all  those lines on screen, which are either starting with 'P' or
starting with 'S'. 2

(c) Write a function in C++ to search for the details (Number and Calls) of those
Mobile phones, which have more than 1000 calls from a binary file "mobile.dat".
Assuming that this binary file contains records/objects of class Mobile, which
is defined below: 3

class Mobile

{

char Number [10]; int Calls;

public:

void Enter() {gets (Number); cin>> Calls;}

void Billing() {cout<< Number<<"#"<<Calls<<end1;}

int GetCalls() {return Calls;}

} ;

5. (a) Give a suitable example of a table with sample data and illustrate Primary and
Candidate Keys in it. 2

Consider the following tables CABHUB and CUSTOMER and answer
(b) and (c) parts of this question:
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(b) Write SQL commands for the following statements: 4

(i) To display the names of all the white colored vehicles.

(ii) To d splay name of vehicle, make and capacity of vehicles in ascending

order of their sittirg capacity.

(iii) To display the highest charges at which a vehicle can be hired from

CABHUB.

(iv) To display the customer name and the corresponding name of the vehicle

hired by them.

(c) Give the output of the following SQL queries: 2

(i) SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT Make) from CABHUB;

(ii) SELECT MAX (Charges), MIN (Charges) FROM CABHUB;

(iii) SELECT count ( *), Make FROM CABHUB;

(iv) SELECT Vehicle FROM CABHUB WHERE Capacity = 4;

6. (a) Verify the following using truth table: 2

(i) X+ 0 =X

(ii) X+X'=1

(b) Write the equivalent Boolean Expression for the following Logic Circuit: 2

(c) Write the POS form of a Boolean function G, which is represented in a truth

table as follows: 1
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(d) Reduce the following Boolean Expression using K-Map: 3

F(P, Q, R, S) = ∑  (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10)

7. (a) What out of the following, you will use to have an audio-visual chat with an
expert sitting in a faraway place to fix-up a technical issue? 1

(i) Email

(ii) VolP

(iii) FTP

(b) Name one Client side scripting language and one Serverside scripting language. 1

(c) Which out of the following does not come under Cyber Crime? 1

(i) Stealing a mouse from someone's computer.

(ii) Operating someone's Internet Banking account, without his knowledge.

(iii) Entering in someone's computer remotely and copying data, without
seeking his permission.

(d) Write one advantage of Star Topology of network. Also, illustrate how 5
computers can be connected with each other using star topology of network. 1

(e) Granuda Consultants are setting up a secured network for their office campus
at Faridabad  for their day to day office and web based activities. They are
planning to have connectivity between 3 building and the head office situated
in Kolkata. Answer the questions (e1) to (e4) after going through the building
positions in the campus and other details, which are given below. 4
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(e1) Suggest the most suitable place (i.e. block) to house the server of this
organization. Also give a reason to justify your suggested location.

(e2) Suggest a cable layout of connections between the building inside the campus.

(e3) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification

(i) Switch

(ii) Repeater

(e-4) The organization is planning to provide a high speed link with its head office
situated in the KOLKATA using a wired connection. Which of the following
cable will be most suitable for this job?

(i) Optical Fibre

(ii) Co-axial Cable

(iii) Ethernet Cable
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(f) Give one suitable example of each- URL and Domain Name 1

(g) Name two Open Source software alongwith its application 1

QUESTION PAPER CODE 91

1 (a) Give the difference between the type casting and automatic type conversion.
Also, give a suitable C++ code to illustrate both. 2

(b) Which C++ header file(s) are essentially required to be included to run/execute
the following C++ source code (Note: Do not include any header file, which
is/are not required) : 1

void main ( )

{

char TEXT [ ] = "Something";

cout << “Remaining SMS Chars : “<<160-atrlen (TEXT) << endl.;

}

(c) Rewrite the following program after removing the syntactical errors (if any).
Underline each correction. 2

#include <iostream.h>

Class 1tem

{

long IId, Qty;

public :

void Purchase{cin>>IId>>Qty;}

void Sale ( )

{

cout«setw(5)<<IId<<"Old:"<<Qty<<endl;

cout<<''New: "<<Qty«end1;

}

} ;
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void main ( )

{

Item I ;

Purchase ( ) ;

I.Sale ( ) ;

I.Sale ( )

}

(d) Find the output of the following program: 3

#include <iostream.h>

class METRO

{

int Mno,TripNo,PassengerCount;

public:

METRO(int Tmno=l) {Mno=Tmno;TripNo=0;PassengerCount=0;}

void Trip(int PC=20) {TripNo++;PassengerCount+=PC; }

void status Show ()

{cout<<Mno<<":"<<TripNO<<":"<<PassengerCount<<endl:}

};

void main ()

{

METRO M(5), T;

M. Trip () ;

M. StatusShow() ;

T. StatusShow() ;

M. Status Show () ;

}
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(e) Find the output of the following program: 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <ctype.h>

typedef char str80 [80] ;

void main ( )

{

char *Notes ;

str80 str="vR2GooD";

int L=6;

Notes=Str;

while (L>=3)

{

Str[L]=(isupper(Str[L])?tolower(Str[L]):

toupper(Str[L]));

cout<<Notes<<endl;

L--;

Notes++;

}

}

(f) Observe the following program and find out, which output(s} out if (i) to
(iv) will not be expected from the program? What will be the minimum and the
maximum value assigned to the variable Chance? 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

void main ( )

{

randomize( ) ;
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int Arr[]={9,6}, N;

int Chance=random(2) + 10 ;

for (int C=0;C<2;C++)

{

N=random (2) ;

cout<<Arr [N] + Chance<<"#";

}

}

(i) 9#6#

(ii) 19#17#

(iii) 19#16#

(iv) 20#16#

2 (a) What is the difference between the members in private visibility mode and the
members in protected visibility mode inside a class? Also, give a suitable C++
code to illustrate both. 2

(b) Answer the questions (i) and (ii) after going through the following class 2

class Travel

{

int PlaceCode; char Place[20] ; float Charges;

public:

Travel () //Function 1

{

PlaceCode=l;strcpy (Place, "DELHJ:") ; Charges = 1000;

}

void TravelPlan (float C) //Function 2

{
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cout<<PlaceCode<<":"<<Place«":"<<Charges<<endl;

}

~Travel ( ) //Function 3

{

Cout<<"Travel Plan Cancelled"<<endl;

}

Travel (int PC, char P[], float C)//Function 4

{

PlaceCode=PC;strcpy(Place,P); Charges=C;

}

} ;

(i) In Object Oriented Programming, what are Function 1 and Function 4
combined together referred as?

(ii) In Object Oriented Programming, which concept is illustrated by

Function 3? When is this function calledlinvoked?

(c) Define a class RESTRA in C++ with following description : 4

Private Members

FoodCode of type int

Food of type string

FType of type string

Sticker of type string

A member function GetSticker () to assign the following value for Sticker
as per the given FType:

FType Sticker

Vegetarian GREEN

Contains Egg YELLOW

Non-Vegetarian RED
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Public Members

A function GetFood () to allow user to enter values for FoodCode.
Food, FType and call function GetSticker() to assign Sticker.

A function ShowFood() to allow user to view the content of all the data
members.

(d) Answer the questions (i) to (iv) based on the following: 4

class COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;

double Budget, Income ;

protected:

void Accounts () ;

public:

COMPANY () ;

void Register();

void Show() ;

} ;

class FACTORY:public COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;

int Workers;

protected:

double Salary ;

void Computer() ;

public:

FACTORY () ;
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void Enter () ;

void Show() ;

} ;

class SHOP:private COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;

float Area;

double Sale;

public:

SHOP () ;

void Input( ) ;

void Output ( ) ;

} ;

(i) Name the type of inheritance illustrated in the above C++ code.

(ii) Write the name of data members, which are accessible from member
functions of class SHOP.

(iii) Write the names of all the member functions, which are accessible from
objects belonging to class FACTORY.

(iv) Write the names of all the members, which are accessible from objects
of class SHOP

3. (a) Write a function SWAP2BEST (int ARR[], int Size) in C++ to modify the
content of the array in such a way that the elements, which are multiples of 10
swap with the value present in the very next position in the array. 3

For example:

If the content of array ARR is

90, 56, 45, 20, 34, 54

The content of array ARR should become

56, 90, 45, 34, 20, 54
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(b) An array T[20][10] is stored in the memory along the column with each of the
elements occupying 2 bytes. Find out the memory location of T[10][5], if the
element T[2][9] is stored at the location 7600. 3

(c) Write a function in C++ to perform Insert operation in a static circular Queue
containing Book's information (represented with the help of any array of
structure BOOK) 4

struct BOOK

{

long Accno; //Book Accession Number

char Title [20] //Book Title

};

(d) Write a function ALTERNATE (int A[ ] [3], int N, int M) in C++ to display
all alternate elements from two-dimensional array A (staring from A [0] [0]). 1

For example:

If the array is containing:

23 54 76

37 19 28

62 13 19

The output will be

23 76 19 62 19

(e) Evaluate the following POSTFIX notation. Show status of Stack after every
step of evaluation (i.e. after each operator): 2

True, False, NOT, AND, False, True, OR, AND

4 (a) Observe the program segment given below carefully and the questions that follow: 1

class Stock

{

int I:no, Qty ; char I:tem [20];

public:
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void Enter() {cin>>I:no;qets(I:tem) ; cin>>Qty;}

void issue(int Q){Qty+=O;}

void Purchase(int Q){Q-=Q;}

int GetIno () {return Ino;}

};

void PurchaseItem(int Pino,int PQty)

{

fstream File;

File.open("STOCK.DAT", ios::binary|ios: :in|ios: :out);

Stock S;

int Success=O;

while (Success==O && File.read((char*)&S,sizeof(S)))

{

if (Pino==S. GetIno())

{

S.PurchaSe(PQ) ;

_________________ // Statement 1

_________________ // Statement 2

Success++;

}

}

}

if (Success=l)

Cout<<"Purchase Updated"<<endl;

else

Cout<<''Wronq I:tem No"<<endl;

File.close() ;

}
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(i) Write statement 1 to position the file pointer to the appropriate place
so that the data ucdation is done for the reauired item.

(ii) Write statement 2 to perform the write operation so that the updation is
done in the binary file.

(b) Write a function in C++ to read the content of a text file "DELHI.TXT' and
display all those lines on screen, which are either starting with 'D' or starting
with 'M' 2

(c) Write a function in C++ to search for the details (Phone no and Calls) of
those Phones, which have more than 800 calls from a binary file "phones.dat"
Assuming that this binary file contains records/objects of class Phone, which
is defined below. 3

class Phone

{

char Phoneno [10] ; int Calls ;

public:

void Get 0 {gets (Phoneno) ; cin>>ea11s;)

void Bi11ing() {cout<<Phoneno<<"#"<<Ca11s«end1:}

int GetCa11s () {return Ca11s;}

} ;

5 (a) Give a suitable example of a table with sample data and illustrate Primary and
Alternate Keys in it. 2

Consider the following tables CARDEN and CUSTOMER and answer
(b) and (c) parts of this question:

Table: CARDEN

Ccode CarName Make Color Capacity Charges

501 A-Star Suzuki RED 3 14

503 Indigo Tata SILVER 3 12

502 Innova Tovota WHITE 7 15

509 SX4 Suzuki SILVER 4 14

510 C Class Mercedes RED 4 35
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Table: CUSTOMER

CCode Cname Ccode

1001 Hemant Sahu 501

1002 Raj Lal 509

1003 Feroza Shah 503

1004 Ketan Dhal 502

(b) Write SQL commands for the following statements: 4

(i) To display the names of all silver colored Cars.

(ii) To display name of car, make and capacity of cars in descending order
of their sitting capacity.

(iii) To display the highest charges at which a vehicle can be hired from
CARDEN.

(iv) To display the customer name and the corresponding name of the cars
hired by them.

(c) Give the output of the following SOL queries: 2

(i) SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT Make) FROM CARDEN;

(ii) SELECT MAX (Charges), MIN (Charges) FROM CARDEN;

(iii) SELECT COUNT (*), Make FROM CARDEN;

(iv) SELECT CarName FROM CARDEN WHE~ Capacity = 4;

6. (a) Verify the following using truth table: 2

(i) X,X' = 0

(ii) X+1=1

(b) Write the equivalent Boolean expression for the following Logic Circuit: 2
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(c) Write the SOP form of a Boolean function F, which is represented in a truth
table as follows: 1

(d) Reduce the following Boolean Expression using K-Map: 3

F(A, B, C, D) =  

∑

 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11)

7 (a) What out of the following, will you use to have an audio-visual chat with an
expert sitting in a far-away place to fix-up a technical issue? 1

(i) VolP

(ii) Email

(iii) FTP

(b) Name one server side scripting language and one client side scripting language. 1

(c) Which out of the following comes under Cyber Crime? 1

(i) Operating someone's Internet banking account, without his knowledge.

(ii) Stealing a keyboard from someone's computer.

(iii) Working on someone's computer with his/her permission.

(d) Write one advantage of Bus Topology of network. Also, illustrate how 4 com-
puters can be connected with each other using star topology of network. 2

(e) Workalot Consultants are setting up a secured network for their office campus
at Gurgaon for their day-to-day office and web-based activities. They are
planning to have connectivity between 3 buildings and the head office situated
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in Mumbai Answer the questions (i) to (iv) after going through the building
positions in the campus and other details, which are given below: 3

(i) Suggest the most suitable place (Le. building) to house the server of
this organization. Also give a reason to justify your location.

(ii) Suggest a cable layout of connections between the buildings inside the
campus.

(iii) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification:

(1) Switch

(2) Repeater
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(iv) The organization is planning to provide a high speed link with its head
office situated in the MUMBAI using a wired connection. Which of the
following cable will be most suitable for this job?

(i) Optical Fibre

(ii) Co-axial Cable

(iii) Ethernet Cable

(f) Give one suitable example of each URL and Domain Name 1

(g) Name two Proprietary softwares along with their application. 1
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Marking Scheme — Computer Science

General Instructions :

Marking scheme is the final document for all references with regard to evaluation and cannot
be altered under any circumstances

The answers given in the marking scheme are SUGGESTIVE. Examiners are requested to
award marks for all alternative correct Solutions/Answers conveying the similar meaning

All programming questions have to be answered with respect to C++ Language only

In C++, ignore case sensitivity for identifiers (Variable/F unctions/Structures/Class Names)

In SOL related questions - both ways of text/character entries should be acceptable for
Example: "DIVY An and 'divya' both are correct.

In SOL related questions - all date entries should be acceptable for Example: 'VYYY-MM-
DD', 'DD-Mon-VYYY', "DD/MMIYY", 'DD/MMIYY', "MM/DDlYY”, 'MM/DDIYY'
and {MM/DDIYY} are correct.

In SQL related questions - semicolon should be ignored for terminating the SOL statements.

In SQL related questions, ignore case sensitivity.

In SQL related outputs, ignore Column Headings.

QUESTION PAPER CODE 91/1
EXPECTED ANSWERS

1 (a) Difference between the formal parameters and actual parameters. Also, give a
suitable C++ code to illustrate both. 2

Ans Formal Parameters        Actual Parameters

The parameters mentioned in the Values/Variables which are used while
function header are called the making a call to the function are called
formal parameters. In the following actual parameters. In the following
example, parameter n is the formal example, variable num is an actual
parameter. parameter.

#include <iostrearn.h>

long Fact(long n)

Formal
Parameter
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{

long f=l;

for(int i=l;i<=n; i++)

f *= i;

return f;

}

void main () {

long num;

cout<<"Enter a number:";

cin>>num;

cout<<n<<"! ="<<Fact(num),

}

(½ Mark for each correct explanation of Formal Parameter and Actual
Parameter)

(½  Mark for each correct example of Formal Parameter and Actual
parameter)

OR

(2 Marks for correct example(s) demonstrating the meaning of /
difference between Formal and Actual Parameter)

OR

(Only 1 Mark to be awarded if Explanation without supporting examples)

(b) Which C++header file(s) are essentially required to be included to run/execute
the following C++ source code(Note: Do not include any header file, which
is/are not required) :

{

char STRING[]="SomeThing";

cout<<"Balance Characters:"<<160-strlen(STRING)<<endl;

}

Actual
Parameter
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Ans iostream.h/iomanip.h

string.h

(½ Mark for writing each correct header file)

NOTE: Marks should not be deducted for mentioning extra header
files in. addition to the ones mentioned above

(c) Rewrite the following program after removing the syntactical errors (if any).
Underline each correction. 2

#include<iostream.h>

class BOOK

{

long BId,Qty;

Public:

void Purchase() {cin>>BId>>Qty;}

void Sale

{

cout<<setw(5)<<BId<<"Old:"<<Qty<<endl;

cout<<"New: "<<--Qty<<endl;

}

};

void main ()

{

BOOK B;

B.Purchase() ;

Sale ();

B. Sale ()

}
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Ans #include<iostream.h>

class BOOK

{

long BId,Qty;

Public:

public:

void Purchase() {cin>>BId>>Qty;}

void Sale Sale()

{

cout<<setw(5)<<BID<<"Old:"<<Qty<<end;

cout<<"New:"<<--Qty<<end;

};

void main ()

{

BOOK B;

B. Purchase () ;

Sale () ;

B. Sale () ;

}

(½ Mark for each of any four corrections out of five corrections shown above)

OR

(1 Mark for only identifying any four errors)

NOTE: Marks should not be deducted for mentioning any other error/correction

(d) Find the output of the following program: 3

# include<iostream.h>

class TRAIN

Either the statement removed or header
file included as #include<iomanip_h>

Either the statement removed or
replaced with B. Sale ( )
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{

int Tno, TripNo, PersonCounti

public:

TRAIN(int Tmno=l) {Tno=Tmno;TripNo=O;PersonCount=O;}

void Trip(int TC=100) {TripNo++;PersonCount+=TC;}

voidShow(){cout<<Tno<<":"<<TripNo<<":"<<PersonCount<<endl;}

};

void main ( )

{

TRAIN T(10) ,N;

N. Trip ();

T . Show ();

T.Trip(70);

N.Trip(40);

N. Show ();

T . Show ();

}

Ans (Full 3 Marks) (2½ Marks) (2½ Marks)

10:0:0 10 0 0 10:0:0 1:2:140 10:1:70

1:2:140 1 2 140

10:1:70 10 1 70

(1 Mark for each correct line of output)

OR

(½ Mark to be awarded for writing only two of the correct values in each line)

NOTE:

Deduct ½ Mark for not writing any/all: and/or for not considering
end / at proper places
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(e) Find the output of the following program: 2

#include<iostream.h>

#include<ctype.h>

typedef char Txt80[80];

void main ( )

{

Char *PTexti

Txt80 Txt="Ur2GReAt";

int N=6;

PText=Txt;

while (N>=3)

{

Txt[N]=(isupper(Txt[N])?tolower (Txt [N]:toupper(Txt[N]));

cout<<PText<<endl;

N--;

PText++;

}

}

Ans Option 1:

Full 2 Marks 1½ Marks (1½ Marks) (1½ Marks)

Ur2GReat U Ur2GReat Ur2GReAt

r2GREat r Ur2GREat r2GReAt

2GrEat 2 Ur2GrEat 2 GReAt

great G Ur2grEat GReAt

OR

Option 2:

NO OUTPUT

AND/OR
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Option 3:

INCORRECT SYNTAX FOR char *PText AND/OR

INCORRECT SYNTAX FOR tolower(Txt[N])

(½ Mark for each correct line of Output for Option 1)

OR

(2 Marks for writing either of Option 2/3 Or any equivalent answer
conveying same meaning as Option 2/3)

(f) Observe the following program and find out, which output(s) out of (i) to
(iv) will not expected from the program? What will be the minimum and the
maximum value assigned to the variable Chance? 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h> void main ( )

{

randomize ()

int Game[]={10,16},P;

int Turn=random(2)+5;

for(int T=O; T<=2; T++)

{

P=random (2) ;

Cout<<Game[P]+ Turn<<"*";

}

}

(i) 15 # 22 #

(ii) 22 # 16 #

(iii) 16 # 21 #

(iv) 21 # 22 #
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Ans Option 1:

None of the outputs are correct

Variable named Chance does not exist in the program, hence no minimum
and maximum values for it.

OR

Option 2:

Error in question

OR

Option 3: (Assuming

Cout<<Game[P]+ Turn<<"#"; in place of cout<<Game[P]+ Turn<<"*";)

If random(2) in int Turn=random(2)+5; If random(2) in int Turn=random(2)+5;

generates 0 then generates 1 then

Turn = 5 Turn = 6

If If If If

P=random (2) ; P=random(2) ; P=random(2) ; P=random (2) ;

Generates 0 Generates 1 Generates 0 Generates 1

cout«Game[P]+ cout«Game[P]+ cout«Game[P]+ cout«Game[P]+

Turn«"#" ;. Turn«"#" ; Turn«"#" ; Turn«"#" ;

will give the will give the will give the will give the

output as output as output as output as

15# 21# 16# 22#

Thus for Turn =5 the output can be Thus for Turn =6 the output can be

15#15# 16#16#

OR OR

21#21# 22#22#

OR OR

15#21# 16#22#

OR OR

21#15# 22#16#
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Since out of the above possible outputs only option (ii) is correct, hence

The outputs not expected from the program are (i) (iii) and (iv)

(Full 2 Marks for any of the above Options)

NOTE:

No marks for any other answer.

2. (a) What is the difference between the members in private visibility mode and the
members  in public visibility mode inside a class? Also, give a suitable C++
code to illustrate both. 2

Ans Private Visibility           Public Visibility

Members in private visibility mode are Members in public visibility mode
not accessible to the objects of class of the class are accessible to the
(They are only accessible inside the objects of the class
class to the member functions of the
class).

#include <iostream.h>

#include<stdio.h>

const int Max=20;

class Hospital

{

int Pno,Wardno;

char Name [20] ;

public:

void Register() {cin>>Pno; gets(Neme);cin>>Wardno;}

void ShowStatus(){ cout<<Pno<<Name<<Wardno<<endl;}

} ;

void main ( )

{

Members in Private Visibilty Mode,
accessible only to the member functions of
same class
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Hospital Pl, P2;

P1.Register() ; P2.Register();

Pl.Showstatus(); P2.Showstatus();

cin>>Pl.Wardno; //NOT ACCESSIBLE as Wardno a a private member

cin>>P2.Pno; //NOT ACCESSIBLE as Pno is is a private member

}

(1 Mark for correct explanation OR example illustrating non
accessibility of Private member(s) anywhere except within member
function(s) of same class)

(1 Mark for correct explanation OR example illustrating accessibility
of Public member(s) to the object(s) of the class and/or inside derived
class member function(s))

OR

(2 marks to be awarded if private and public visibility are explained in
terms of Inheritance with suitable example)

(b) Answer the questions(i) and (ii) after going through the following class: 2

class Tour

{

int LocationCode;char Location[20];float Charges;

public:

Tour() //Function 1

{

LocationCode=l; strcpy(Location, "PURI"); Charges=1200;

}

void TourPlain(float C) //Function 2

{

cout<<PlaceCode«": "<<Place<<": "«Charges<<endl;

Charge+=100;

Public members can be
accessed by Objects of the
class from outside the class
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}

Tour(int LC, char L[], float C) { //Function 3

LocationCode-LC; strcpy (Location,L); Charges=C;

}

~Tour ( ) //Function 4

{

cout<<"Tour Plan Cancelled"<<endl;

}

} ;

(i) In Object Oriented Programming, what are Function 1 and Function 3
combined together referred as?

Ans. (i) Polymorphism

OR

Constructor Overloading

OR

Overloaded Constructor

OR

Function Overloading

OR

Overloaded Functions

OR

Default Constructor and Parameterized Constructor

(1 Mark for writing the feature name correctly)

NOTE: ½ mark for writing only constructor(s)

(ii) In Object Oriented Programming, which concept is illustrated by
Function 4? When is this function called/invoked?
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Ans. (ii) Destructor. It is called/invoked, when an object of the class goes out of
scope.

(½ Mark for writing the correct concept name)

(½ Mark for writing correct invocation)

NOTE: 1 Mark to be given if only the correct invocation is written

(c) Define a class SUPPLY in C++ with following description: 4

Private Members

Code of type int

Food Name of type string

Sticker of type string

Food Type of type string

A member function Get Type ( ) to assign the following values for

Food Type as per the given Sticker:

Sticker Food Type

GREEN Vegetarian

YELLOW Contains Egg

RED NON-Vegetarian

Public Members

A function Foodln ( ) to allow user to enter values for Code, FoodName,
Sticker and call function Get Type ( ) to assign respective FoodType.

A function FoodOut ( ) to allow user to view the content of all the data
members.

Ans class SUPPLY

{

int Code;

char FoodName [20] ;

char Sticker [10] ;
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char FoodType[20];

void GetType();

public:

void FoodIn() ;

void FoodOut() ;

} ;

void SUPPLY::GetType()

{

if (strcmp (Sticker,"GREEN")==0)

strcpy(FoodType, "Vegeterian");

else

if (strcmp (Sticker, "YELLOW") =0)

strcpy(FoodType, "Contains Egg") ;

else

if (strcmp(Sticker,"RED")==0)

strcpy(FoodType, "Non-Vegeterian");

}

void SUPPLY::FoodIn()

{

cin>>Code;

gets (FoodName) ;

gets (Sticker) ;

GetType() ;

}

void SUPPLY:: FoodOut()

{

cout<<Code<<FoodName<<Sticker<<FoodType<<endl;

}
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(½ Mark for correct syntax for class header)

(½ Mark for correct declaration of data members)

(1 Mark for correct definition of GetType())

(1 Mark for correct definition of Food/nO with proper invocation of
GetType() function)

(1 Mark for correct definition of FoodOut())

NOTE:

 ½ Mark to be deducted if GetType() is not invoked properly inside
Food/n() function

 No marks to be deducted if member function definitions are written
inside the class

(d) Answer the questions (i) to (iv) based on the following:

class ORGANIZATION

(

char Address[20];

double Budge, Income;

protected:

void Computet();

public:

ORGANIZATION();

void Get();

void Show();

} ;

class WORKAREA: Public ORGANIZATION

{

char Address[20];

int Staff;
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protected:

double Pay;

void Calculate();

public:

WORKAREA () ;

void Enter() ;

void Display() ;

} ;

class SHOWROOM: Private ORGANIZATION

{

char Address [20];

void Enter() ;

void Show() ;

} ;

(i) Name the type of inheritance illustrated in the above C++ code.

Ans Option 1:

Hierarchical Inheritance

OR

Option 2:

Single Level Inheritance

OR

Option 3:

Incorrect access specifier Public and Private used while inheriting

(1 Mark for writing any of the Options or writing any equivalent answer
for Option 3 conveying same meaning).

(ii) Write the names of all the data members, which are accessible from
member functions of class SHOWROOM

Ans Option 1:

Address, Area, Sale
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Option 2:

Incorrect access specifier Private used while inheriting

(1 Mark for writing any of the Options or writing any equivalent answer for
Option2 conveying same meaning)

OR

(½ Mark for writing any two correct data members for Option 1) ,

(iii) Write the names of all the member functions, which are accessible from
objects belonging to class WORKAREA.

Ans Option 1:

Enter ( ), Display ( ), Get ( ), Show ( )

Option 2:

Incorrect access specifier Public used while inheriting

(1 Mark for writing any of the Options or writing any equivalent answer
for Option 2 conveying same meaning)

OR

(½ Mark for writing any two correct member functions for Option 1)

(iv) Write the name of all the members, which are accessible from objects
of Class SHOWROOM.

Ans Option 1:

Enter (), Show ()

Option 2:

Incorrect access specifier Private used while inheriting

(1 Mark for writing any of the Options or writing any equivalent answer
for Option 2 conveying same meaning)

OR

(½ Mark for writing anyone correct member function for Option 1)

3. (a) Write a function SWAP2CHANGE (int p [ ], int N) in C++ to modify the
content of the array in such a way that the elements, which are multiples of 10
swap with the value present in the very next position in the array. 3

For Example:

If the content of array P IS
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91, 50, 54, 22, 30, 54

The content of array P should become

91,54,50,22,54,30

Ans void SWAP2CHANGE (int p[], int N)

{

for (int i = 0; i<N-l; i++)

{

if(p[i]%10==0)

{

int T = p[i];

p[i] = p[i+l];

p[i+l] = T;

i++;           //Ignore if not written

}

}

(½ Mark for correct loop)

(1 Mark for checking array elements which are multiples of 10)

(1½ Mark for swapping the element with value in the next position)

NOTE:

Marks not to be deducted for running the loop till i<N instead of i<N-1

Marks not to be deducted for not incrementing i inside the body of the if construct

(b) An array 5[10] [30] is stored in the memory along the column with each of its
element  occupying 2 bytes. Find out the memory location of 5[5][10], if
element 5[2][15] is stored at the location 8200. 3

Ans Option 1:

Assuming LBR=LBC=O

W=2 bytes, Number of Rows(M)=10, Number of Columns(N)=30
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LOC(S[I] [J]) = B +(I + J*M)*W

LOC (S [2] [15]) = B + (2+15*10) * 2

8200 = B + (152*2)

B = 8200 - 304

B = 7896

LOC (S [5] [10]) = 7896 + (5+10*10) * 2

= 7896 + (105*2)

= 7896 + 210

= 8106

Option 2:

Assuming LBR=2,LBC=15 and B = 8200

W=2 bytes, Number of Rows(M)=10, Number of Columns(N)=30

LOC (S [I] [J]) = B + ((I-LBR) + (J-LBC) *M) *W

LOC(S[5] [10])= 8200 + ((5-2) + (10-15)*10)*2

= 8200 + (3 + (-5)*10) * 2

= 8200 + (3 +(-50)) * 2

= 8200 + (3 - 50) * 2

= 8200 + (-47) * 2

= 8200 - 94

= 8106

Option 3:

Assuming LBR=LBC=l

W=2 bytes, Number of Rows(M)=10, Number of Columns(N)=30

LOC(S[I] [J]) = B +((I-LBR) + (J-LBC)*M)*W

LOC (S [2] [15]) = B + ((2-1) + (15-1) *10) * 2

8200 = B + (141*2)
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B = 8200 - 282

B = 7918

LOC (S [5] [10]) = 7914 + ((5-1) + (10-1) *10) * 2

= 7914 + (94*2)

= 7918 + 188

= 8106

(1 Mark for writing correct formula (for column major) OR
substituting formula with correct values for calculating Address)

(1 Mark for correct calculation)

(1 marks for writing correct address)

NOTE:

1 Mark to be awarded for writing only the correct answer (i.e. 8106)

2 Marks to be awarded if the formula and/or substitution is correct
and total number of rows is considered as 11

Do not deduct any marks, if the formula/substitution is
represented in any other equivalent form

(c) Write a function in C++ to perform Insert operation on a dynamic Queue
containing DVD'S information (represented with the lelp of an array of structure
DVD). 4

struct DVD

{

long No; //DVD Nunber

char Title[20]; //DVD Title DVD *Link;

} ;

Ans: class Queue

{

DVD *Front, *Rear;
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public:

Queue ( )

{

Front = NULL;

Rear = NULL;

}

void Insert() ;

void Remove() ;

void Display() ;

~Queue() ;

} ;

void Queue::Insert()

{

DVD *T = new DVD;

Cin>>T->No;

gets (T->Title) ; //OR cin.getline(T->Title,20);

T->Link = NULL;

if (Rear=NULL)

{

Front = T;

Rear = T;

}

else

{

Rear->Link = T;

Rear = T;
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}

}

OR

Code for array implemented queue will also be acceptable

OR

Code for dynamic array created in heap for a queue will be acceptable

(1 Mark for creating a new DVD dynamically)

(½ Mark for assigning NULL to Link of new DVD)

(½ Mark for checking Rear as NULL.

(½ Mark for assigning Rear and Fro'1t as Temp)

(1 Mark for linking the Rearmost NODE to the new NODE)

(½ Mark for making the new NODE as the Rearmost NODE)

(d) Write a function SKIPEACH (int H[] [3], int C, int R) in C++ to display all
alternate elements from two - dimensional array H (starting from H [0] [0]). 2

For example:

If the array is containing:

12 45 67

33 90 76

21 43 59

The output will be

12      67 90    59

Ans void SKIPEACH(int H[] [3], int C, int R)

{

int N=0;

for (int I=O;I<R;I++)

for (int J=0;J<C;J++)

{

if (N%2=0)
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Cout<<H[I] [J]«" ";

N++;

}

}

OR

void SKIPEACH(int H[1 [3], int C, int R)

{

int *P=&H [0] [0] ;

for (int I=0;I<C*R;I+=2)

{

Cout<<*P<<" ";

P+=2;

}

}

OR

Any other equivalent correct answer acceptable

(1 Mark for writing correct loops starting for location [0][0])

(½ Mark for logic of checking alternate elements)

(½ Mark for displaying the alternate elements)

(e) Evaluate the following POSTFIX notation. Show status of Stack after every step of evaluation
(i.e after each operation.)

False, NOT, True, AND, True, False, OR, AND

Ans Element Scanned Stack Status

False False

NOT True

True True, True

AND True

True True, True

False True, True, False

OR True, True

AND True
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Final Answer: True

(½ Mark for evaluating till NOT operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the next AND operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the next OR operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the fast AND Operator and Final Answer)

NOTE:

(1 Mark for only writing the final answer as True without showing the
Stack Status)

4 (a) Observe the program segment given below carefully and the questions that follow: 1

class Inventory

{

int Ano, Qty; char Article [20] ;

public:

void Input() {cin>>Ano; gets (Article) :cin>>Qty:}

void Issue(int Q) {Qty+=Q;}

void procure(int Q) {Qty-=Q;}

int GetAno() {return Ano;}

} ;

void ProcureArticle (int TAno, int TQty)

{

fstream File;

File. open ("STOCK, DAT", ios::binary|ios::in|ios::out);

Inventory I;

int Found =0;

while (Found ==0 && File.read«char*)&I, sizeof(I)))

{

if (TAno == S. GetAno())
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{

I. Procure (TQty) ;

____________ // Statement 1

____________ // Statement 2

Found ++;

}

}

if (Found == 1)

cout<<"Procurement Updated"<<endl;

else

cout<<"Wrong Article No<<endl.;

File.close() :

}

(i) Write statement 1 to position the file pointer to the appropriate place,
so that the data updation is done for the required Article.

Ans Option 1:

File.seekp(File.tellg()-.sizeof(Inventory)) ;

OR

File.seekp(-sizeof(Inventory) ,ios: :cur));

OR

File.seekp(File.tellg()- sizeof(I));

Option 2:

Incorrect use of object S to invoke GetAno ( )

(½ Mark for writing any of the above Options or writing an answer
conveying same meaning as Option 2)

NOTE:

seekp( ) and seekg( ) may be used interchangeably for Option 1

tellp( ) and tellg( ) may be used interchangeably for Option 1
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(ii) Write statement 2 to perform the write operation so that the updation is done in the
binary file.

Ans Option 1:

File.write((char*)&I,sizeof(I));

OR

File.write((char*)&I,sizeof(Inventory));'

Option 2:

Incorrect use of object S to invoke GetAno ( )

(½ Mark for writing any of the above Options or writing an answer
conveying same meaning as Option 2) .

(b) Write a function in C++ to read the content of a text file "PLACES.TXT" and
display all  those lines on screen, which are either starting with 'P' or
starting with 'S'. 2

Ans void DispPorS ( )

{

ifstream File ("PLACES.TXT");

char STR[80]; while(File.getline(STR,80))

{

if(STR[0]=='P' || STR[0]=='S')

cout<<STR<<endl;

}

File.close(); //Ignore

}

OR

Any other correct function definition performing the desired operation

(½ Mark for opening PLACES. TXT correctly)

(½ Mark for reading each Line (Whichever method adopted) from the file)
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(½ Mark for checking lines starting with 'P' or 'S')

(½ Mark for displaying the lines)

NOTE:

Ignore case sensitivity check for 'P' or 'S'

(c) Write a function in C++ to search for the details (Number and Calls) of those
Mobile phones, which have more than 1000 calls from a binary file "mobile.dat".
Assuming that this binary file contains records/objects of class Mobile, which
is defined below: 3

class Mobile

{

char Number [10]; int Calls;

public:

void Enter() {gets (Number); cin>> Calls;}

void Billing() {cout<< Number<<"#"<<Calls«end1;}

int GetCalls() {return Calls;}

} ;

Ans void Search ( )

{

Mobile M;

fstream fin;

fin. open ("mobile.dat",1 ios::binaryllios::in);

While(fin.read((char*)&M, Sizeof(M))

{      Ignore

if(M.getCalls()> 1000)

M. Billing ( ) ;

}

fin.close();//Ignore

}
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OR

Any other correct function definition performing the desired operation

(½ Mark for declaration of object using fstream/ifstream)

(½ Mark for opening mobile.dat correctly)

(½ Mark for reading record(s) from mobile.dat)

(½ Mark for correct formation of loop)

(½ Mark for checking if value returned by getCalls( ) > 1000)

(½ Mark for displaying the matching record)

NOTE:

Marks not to be deducted for the comparison as >= 1000

5. (a) Give a suitable example of a table with sample data and illustrate Primary and
Candidate Keys in it. 2

Ans A table may have more than one such attribute/group of attribute that identifies
a row/tuple uniquely, all such attribute(s) are known as Candidate Keys. Out
of the Candidate keys, one is selected as Primary Key,

Table: Stock

(1 Mark for writing suitable example /correct definition of a table)

(½ Mark for correct illustration / definition of Candidate Keys)

(½ Mark for correct illustration / definition of Primary Key)
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Consider the following tables CABHUB and CUSTOMER and answer
(b) and (c) parts of this question:

(b) Write SQL commands for the following statements: 4

(i) To display the names of all the white colored vehicles.

Ans. SELECT VehicleName FROM CABHUB

WHERE Color = 'WHITE';

(1 Mark for correct query)
(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(ii) To display name of vehicle, make and capacity of vehicles in ascending
order of their sittirg capacity.

Ans. SELECT vehicleName, Make, Capacity FROM CABHUB

ORDER BY Capacity;

(1 Mark for correct query)
(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(iii) To display the highest charges at which a vehicle can be hired from
CABHUB.

Ans. SELECT MAX(Charges) FROM CABHUB;

(1 Mark for correct query)
(½ Mark for partially correct answer)
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(iv) To display the customer name and the corresponding name of the vehicle
hired by them.

Ans. SELECT CName, VehicleName FROM CUSTOMER,CABHUB

WHERE CUSTOMER.Vcode = CABHUB.Vcode;

OR .

SELECT CUSTOMER.CName, CABHUB.VehicleName FROM CUSTOMER, CABHUB

WHERE CUSTOMER.Vcode = CABHUB.Vcode;

OR

SELECT :Name, VehicleName FROM CUSTOMER A, CABHUB B

WHERE A Vcode = B.Vcode;

OR

SELECT A.CName, B.VehicleName FROM CUSTOMER A, CABHUB B

WHERE A.Vcode = B.Vcode;

(1 Mark for correct query)

(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(c) Give the output of the following SQL queries:

(i) SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT Make) from CABHUB; 2

Ans. COUNT(DISTINCT Make)

 4

(½ Mark for correct output)

(ii) SELECT MAX (Charges), MIN (Charges) FROM CABHUB;

Ans. MAX (Chrges) MIN (Charges)

35 12

(½ Mark for correct output)

(iii) SELECT count ( *), Make FROM CABHUB;

Ans. Option 1:

(Ignoring Make for display)
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COUNT (*)

      5

OR

(assuming the presence of GROUP BY Make)

COUNT (*) Make

2 SUZUKI

1 TATA

1 TOYOTA

1 MERCEDES

OR

No Output

OR

Incorrect Syntax/Error/Query will not run

(½ Mark for writing any of the above or any answer conveying same meaning)

OR

(½ Mark to be awarded if any two outputs out of (i) and (ii) are correct)

(iv) SELECT Vehicle FROM CABHUB WHERE Capacity = 4;

Ans. (Assuming VehicieName in place of Vehicle)

VehicleName

     SX4

   C Class

OR

No Output

OR

Incorrect Attribute Name

(½ Mark for writing any of the above or any answer conveying same meaning)
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OR

(½ Mark to be awarded if any two outputs out of (i) and (ii) are correct)

6. (a) Verify the following using truth table: 2

(i) X+ 0 =X

Ans. x x + 0

0    0

1    1

  Verified

(1 Mark for correct verification)

OR

(½ Mark for any two correct columns)

(ii) X+X'=1

Ans. X X’ X + X’ 1

0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1

Verified

(1 Mark for correct verification)

OR

(½ Mark for any two correct columns)

(b) Write the equivalent Boolean Expression for the following Logic Circuit: 2

→

→→→
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Ans. (U+V' ) . (U+W')

(2 Marks for the final expression (U+V').(U+W')

OR

(1 Mark for anyone of the correct terms out of (U+V') or (U+W')

(c) Write the POS form of a Boolean function G, which is represented in a truth
table as follows: 1

Ans (A+B+C) . (A+B' +C' ) . (A' +B+C) . (A' +B+C') OR  G(X,Y,Z) = n(0,3,4,5)

(1 Mark for the correct P form)

(½ mark for any two correct terms)

NOTE: Marks should not be deducted for any other variable names

(d) Reduce the following Boolean Expression using K-Map:

F(P, Q, R, S) = 

∑

 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10)

Ans P'Q' P'Q PQ PQ'

R'S' 1 1
0 4 12 8

R'S 1 1
1 5 13

RS  1 1
3 7 15 11

RS'  1 1 1
2 6 14 10
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          OR

R'S' R'S RS RS'

P'Q' 1 1 1
0 1 3 2

P'Q 1 1 1 1
4 5 7 6

PQ
12 13 15 14

PQ'  1 1
8 9 11 10

F (P, Q, R, S) = P' Q + P' S + P' R + PQ' S'

(½ Mark for placing all 1 s at correct positions in K-Map)

(½ Mark for each grouping)

(½ Mark for writing final expression in reduced/minimal form)

NOTE: marks should not be deducted for any other variable names

7. (a) What out of the following, you will use to have an audio-visual chat with an
expert sitting in a faraway place to fix-up a technical issue? 1

(i) Email

(ii) VolP

(iii) FTP

Ans (ii) VolP

OR

None of the Options

(1 Mark for writing correct option)

(b) Name one Client side scripting language and one Serverside scripting language. 1

Ans. Client side scripts: Java script/ VB script / Perl / Tcl / Tk / REXX.

Server side scripts: JSP / ASP / PHP / CGI / Perl

(½ Mark for writing one correct Client side scripting language name)

(½ Mark for writing one correct Server side scripting language name)
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(c) Which out of the following does not come under Cyber Crime? 1

(i) Stealing a mouse from someone's computer.

(ii) Operating someone's Internet Banking account, without his knowledge.

(iii) Entering in someone's computer remotely and copying data, without
seeking his permission.

Ans. (i) Stealing a mouse from someone's computer.

(1 Mark for writing correct option)

(d) Write one advantage of Star Topology of network. Also, illustrate how 5
computers can be connected with each other using star topology of network. 1

Ans. Independent line of connection allows freedom of removing or adding nodes
from the network

OR

Any other correct advantage of Star Topology of network.

Illustration of 5 computers connected with each other using star topology of
network.

(½ Mark for writing one correct advantage)

(½ Mark for drawing / writing correct illustration OR any other
diagrammatic representation for star topology)

(e) Granuda Consultants are setting up a secured network for their office campus
at Faridabad  for their day to day office and web based activities. They are
planning to have connectivity between 3 building and the head office situated
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in Kolkata. Answer the questions (e1) to (e4) after going through the building
positions in the campus and other details, which are given below. 4

(e1) Suggest the most suitable place (i.e. block) to house the server of this
organization. Also give a reason to justify your suggested location.

Ans Building "Jamuna", since it contains maximum number of computers

OR

Building "Ganga", since it is closest to the other two buildings "Jamuna" and
"Ravi"

(½ Mark for writing any correct place)

(½ Mark for correct justification)

(e2) Suggest a cable layout of connections between the building inside the campus.
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Ans FARIDABAD Campus

OR

FARIDABAD Campus

(1 Mark for drawing /writing any valid connectivity or topology or
diagram connecting various buildings inside the campus)
NOTE: Ignore placement/order of buildings in the diagrammatic
representation

(e3) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification

(i) Switch

(ii) Repeater

Ans. (i) Switch:
In. each of the buildings, since. a network switch is a networking device
that joins multiple computers together within one local area network
(LAN).

(ii) Repeater:
For the Alternative 1 lavout drawn in (e2)- Between buildings" Jamuna"
and "Ravi", since distance between these two buildings is greater than

Building
"RAVI"

Building
"JAMUNA"

Building
"GANGA"

Building
"RAVI"

Building
"JAMUNA"Building

"GANGA"
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70 m which will otherwise lead to loss of signal intensity for data to be
transferred.

For the Alternative 2 lavout drawn in (e2): Repeater is not needed,
since distance between both the buildings connected to "Ganga" is less
than 70 m not leading to any signal loss'. .

OR

Any other placement of Repeater with proper justification

(½ Mark for writing correct placement and justification of Switch)

(½ Mark for writing correct placement and justification of Repeater,
according to layout drawn for e2)

(e-4) The organization is planning to provide a high speed link with its head office
situated in the KOLKATA using a wired connection. Which of the following
cable will be most suitable for this job?

(i) Optical Fibre

(ii) Co-axial Cable

(iii) Ethernet Cable

Ans. (i) Optical Fibre

(1 Mark for writing correct option)

(f) Give one suitable example of each- URL and Domain Name 1

Ans. URL Example: http://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp

OR

www.youtube.com

Domain Name Example: w3schools.com

OR

Any other correct URL and Domain Name Examples

NOTE: Domain names in both the examples may/may not be same

(½ Mark for writing any correct URL Example)

(½ Mark for writing any correct Domain Name Example)
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QUESTION PAPER CODE 91
EXPECTED ANSWERS

1 (a) Give the difference between the type casting and automatic type conversion.
Also, give a suitable C++ code to illustrate both. 2

Ans              Type Casting           Automatic Type Conversion

Explicitly converting an expression Implicitly converting data from one data
of a given type into another type is type to another by assigning to a variable
known as type-casting. of another type.
Example: Example:

float f=7.9; Char x=' A' ;

int c=(int)f; Int c=x;

Cout<<c; Cout<<c;

Output: Output

7 65

(g) Name two Open Source software alongwith its application

Ans GNU: It is an Operating System composed entirely of free software

OR

Open Office: It is an open-source office productivity software suite whose
main components are for word processing, spreadsheets, presentations,
graphics, and databases

OR

GIMP(GNU Image Manipulation Program): It is a free and open 'source
software raster graphics editor

OR

Blender: It is a free and open-source 3D computer graphics software

OR

Any other correct Open Source Software with its application

(7/2 mark each for any 2 of the above mentioned or any other Open Source
software with/or without their application areas)

"Kindly read the instructions written on Page no. 1 carefully"
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(½ Mark for each correct explanation of Automatic Type Conversion)
and Type Casting)

(½ Mark for each correct example of Automatic Type Conversion and
Type Casting)

OR

(Full 2 Marks for correct example(s) demonstrating the meaning of or
difference between Automatic Type Conversion and Type Casting)

OR

(Only 1½ Mark to be awarded if explanation without supporting
examples)

(b) Which C++ header file(s) are essentially required to be included to run/execute
the following C++ source code (Note: Do not include any header file, which
is/are not required) : 1

void main ( )

{

char TEXT [ ] = "Something";

cout << “Remaining SMS Chars : “<<160-atrlen (TEXT) << endl.;

}

Ans iostream.h/iomanip.h

string.h

(½ Mark for writing each correct header file)

Note: Marks should not be deducted for mentioning extra header files
in addition to the ones mentioned above

(c) Rewrite the following program after removing the syntactical errors (if any).
Underline each correction. 2

#include <iostream.h>

Class 1tem

{
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long IId, Qty;

public :

void Purchase{cin>>IId>>Qty;}

void Sale ( )

{

cout«setw(5)<<IId<<"Old:"<<Qty<<endl;

cout<<''New: "<<Qty«end1;

}

} ;

void main ( )

{

Item I ;

Purchase ( ) ;

I.Sale ( ) ;

I.Sale ( )

}

Ans #include<iosteam.h>

class Item // C Capital

{

long IId,Qty;

public:

void Purchase ( ){cin>>IId>>Qty;}

void Sale ( )

{

Cout<<setw(5)<<IId<<" Old: "<<Qty<<endl;

cout<<"New:"<<--Qty<<endl;

Either the statement is removed
or header file included as
#include<iomanip.h>
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}

} ;

void main ( )

{

Item I;

I.Purchase( );// Object missing

I. Sale ( ) ;

I. Sale ( ) ; // ; is missing

}

(½ Mark for each of any four corrections out of five corrections shown
above)

OR

(1 Mark for only identifying any four errors)

Note: Marks should not be deducted for mentioning any other error/
correction

(d) Find the output of the following program: 3

#include <iostream.h>

class METRO

{

int Mno,TripNo,PassengerCount;

public:

METRO(int Tmno=l) {Mno=Tmno;TripNo=0;PassengerCount=0;}

void Trip(int PC=20) {TripNo++;PassengerCount+=PC; }

void status Show ()

{cout<<Mno<<":"<<TripNO<<":"<<PassengerCount<<endl:}

};

void main ()
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{

METRO M(5), T;

M. Trip () ;

M. StatusShow() ;

T. StatusShow() ;

M. Status Show () ;

}

Ans (Full 3 Marks) (2½ Marks) (2½ Marks)

5:1:20 5 1 20 5:1:20 1:1:50 5:2:50

1:1:50 1 1 50

5:2:50 5 2 50

(1 Mark for each correct line of output)

OR

(½ Mark to be awarded for writing only two of the correct values in each
line)

Note: Deduct ½ Mark for not writing any/all : and/or for not considering
end / at proper places

(e) Find the output of the following program: 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <ctype.h>

typedef char str80 [80] ;

void main ( )

{

char *Notes ;

str80 str="vR2GooD";

int L=6;
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Notes=Str;

while (L>=3)

{

Str[L]=(isupper(Str[L])?tolower(Str[L]):

toupper(Str[L]));

cout<<Notes<<endl;

L--;

Notes++;

}

}

Ans Full 2 Marks 1½ Marks (1½ Marks) (1½ Marks)

vR2Good v vR2Good vR2GooD

R2GoOd R vR2GoOd R2GooD

2GOOd 2 vR2GOOd 2GooD

gOOd g vR2g00d GooD

(½ Mark for each correct line of Output)

Note: ½ mark to be deducted if all the values are written in the same line

(f) Observe the following program and find out, which output(s} out if (i) to
(iv) will not be expected from the program? What will be the minimum and the
maximum value assigned to the variable Chance? 2

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

void main ( )

{

randomize( ) ;

int Arr[]={9,6}, N;

int Chanoe=random(2) + 10 ;
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for (int C=0;C<2;C++)

{

N=random (2) ;

cout<<Arr [N] + Chance«"#";

}

}

(i) 9#6#

(ii) 19#17#

(iii) 19#16#

(iv) 20#16#

Ans The outputs not expected from the program are (i), (ii) and (iv)

Minimum Value of Chance = 10

MaximumValue of Chance = 11

(1 Mark for writing correct option for output NOT expected)

(½ Mark for writing correct Minimum Value of Chance)

(½ Mark for writing correct Maximum Value of Chance)

2 (a) What is the difference between the members in private visibility mode and the
members in protected visibility mode inside a class? Also, give a suitable C++
code to illustrate both. 2

Ans Option 1

Private Visibility Protected Visibility

Members in private visibility mode Members in protected visibility

are not accessible to the objects mode of the class are accessible

of class (They are only accessible to the member functions of the

inside the class to the member same as well as that of its

functions of the class). derived class
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Example:

#include <iostream.h> #include<stdio.h>

const int Max=20;

class Hospital

{

int Pno;

protected:

char Name [20] ;

public:

void Register () {cin»Pno; gets (Name) ;}

void ShowStatus () {cout<<Pno<<N&me<<WardnO<<endl ; }

} ;

Option 2:

Members are private by default inside a class

Protected visibility must be specified for a member to be declared as protected

Option 3:

No difference in accessibility of the members of the two visibility modes inside a
class without inheritance

For Option 1:

(1 Mark for correct explanation)

OR

For Option 2 and 3:

(Full 2 Marks for writing any answer conveying same meaning)

OR

(Full 2 Marks for correct explanation OR example illustrating
accessibility of Protected Member(s) inside derived class member
function(s))

Members in Private Visibility Mode, accessible
only to the member functions of same class

Members in Protected Visibility Mode, accessible
to the member functions of same class as well as
in member functions of derived class
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(b) Answer the questions (i) and (ii) after going through the following class 2

class Travel

{

int PlaceCode; char Place[20] ; float Charges;

public:

Travel () //Function 1

{

PlaceCode=l;strcpy (Place, "DELHJ:") ; Charges = 1000;

}

void TravelPlan (float C) //Function 2

{

cout<<PlaceCode<<":"<<Place«":"<<Charges<<endl;

}

~Travel ( ) //Function 3

{

Cout<<"Travel Plan Cancelled"<<endl;

}

Travel (int PC, char P[], float C) //Function 4

{

PlaceCode=PC;strcpy(Place,P); Charges=C;

}

} ;

(i) In Object Oriented Programming, what are Function 1 and Function 4
combined together referred as?

Ans (i) Polymorphism

OR
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Constructor Overloading

OR

Overloaded Constructor

OR

Function Overloading

OR

Overloaded Functions

OR

Default Constructor and Parameterized Constructor

(1 Mark for writing the feature name correctly)

Note:

(½ mark for writing only "constructor(s)")

(ii) In Object Oriented Programming, which concept is illustrated by

Function 3? When is this function calledlinvoked?

Ans. (ii) Destructor. It is called / Invoked when an object of the class goes out
of scope.

(½ Mark for writing the correct concept name)

(½ Mark for writing correct invocation)

Note:

(Full 1 Mark to be given if only the correct invocation is written)

(c) Define a class RESTRA in C++ with following description : 4

Private Members

FoodCode of type int

Food of type string

FType of type string

Sticker of type string
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A member function GetSticker () to assign the following value for Sticker
as per the given FType:

FType Sticker

Vegetarian GREEN

Contains Egg YELLOW

Non-Vegetarian RED

Public Members

A function GetFood () to allow user to enter values for FoodCode.
Food, FType and call function GetSticker() to assign Sticker.

A function ShowFood() to allow user to view the content of all the data
members.

Ans class RESTRA

{

int FoodCode;

char Food[20], FType [20],Sticker[20];

void GetSticker () ;

public:

void GetFood () ;

void ShowFood () ;

} ;

void RESTRA::GetSticker() {

if (strcmp (FType, "Vegetarian") ==0)

strcpy (Sticker,"GREEN") ;

else if (strcmp (FType,"Contains Egg")==O)

strcpy (Sticker, "YELLOW") ;

else if (strcmp (FType,'Non-Vegetarian")==O)

strcpy(Sticker,"RED");
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}

void RESTRA::GetFood()

{

cin>>FoodCode;

gets (Food);

gets (FType) ;

GetSticker () ;

}

void RESTRA::ShowFood ()

{

cout<<FoodCode<<":"<<Food<<FType<<":"<<Sticker<<endl;

}

(½ Mark for correct syntax for class header)

(½Mark for correct declaration of data members)

(1 Mark for correct definition of GetSticker())

(1 Mark for correct definition of GetFood() with proper invocation of
GetSticker() function)

(1 Mark for correct definition of ShowFood())

NOTE:

½ Mark to be deducted if GetSticker() is not invoked properly inside
GetFood()function

No marks to be deducted if member function definitions are written
inside the class

(d) Answer the questions (i) to (iv) based on the following: 4

class COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;
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double Budget, Income ;

protected:

void Accounts () ;

public:

COMPANY () ;

void Register();

void Show() ;

} ;

class FACTORY:public COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;

int Workers;

protected:

double Salary ;

void Computer() ;

public:

FACTORY () ;

void Enter () ;

void Show() ;

} ;

class SHOP:private COMPANY

{

char Location[20] ;

float Area;

double Sale;

public:
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SHOP () ;

void Input( ) ;

void Output ( ) ;

} ;

(i) Name the type of inheritance illustrated in the above C++ code.

Ans Hierarchical Inheritance

OR

Single Level Inheritance

(1 Mark for writjng correct answer)

(ii) Write the name of data members, which are accessible from member
functions of class SHOP.

Ans Location, Area, Sale

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

OR

(½ Mark for writing any two correct data members)

(iii) Write the names of all the member functions, which are accessible from
objects belonging to class FACTORY.

Ans Enter ( ), FACTORY::Show ( ), Register ( ), COMPANY::Show ( )

OR

Enter ( ), Show ( ), Register ( ) // Show function may be present twice

OR

Enter, Show, Register

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

OR

(½ Mark for writing any two correct member functions)

(iv) Write the names of all the members, which are accessible from objects
of class SHOP
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Ans Input ( ), Output ( )

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

OR

(½ Mark for writing any one correct member function)

3. (a) Write a function SWAP2BEST (int ARR[], int Size) in C++ to modify the
content of the array in such a way that the elements, which are multiples of 10
swap with the value present in the very next position in the array. 3

For example:

If the content of array ARR is

90, 56, 45, 20, 34, 54

The content of array ARR should become

56, 90, 45, 34, 20, 54

Ans void SWAP2BEST(int ARR[], int Size)

{

int t;

for(int i=0;i<Size-1;i++)

{

if (ARR[i] %10=0)

{

t=ARR[i];

ARR[i]=ARR[i+1];

ARR[i+1]=t;

i++;           //Ignore if not. written

}

}

}
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(½ Mark for correct loop)

(1 Mark for checking array elements which are multiples of 10)

(1½ Mark for swapping the element with value in the next position)

Note:

Marks not to be deducted for running the loop till i<Size instead of i< Size-1

Marks not to be deducted for not incrementing i inside the body of the if construct

(b) An array T[20][10] is stored in the memory along the column with each of the
elements occupying 2 bytes. Find out the memory location of T[10][5], if the
element T[2][9] is stored at the location 7600. 3

Ans Assuming LBR=LBC=0

W=2 bytes

Number of Rows (M) =20

Number of Co1umns(N)=10

LOC(T[I] [J]) = B +(I + J*M)*W

LOC(T[2] [9]) = B +(2+9*20)* 2

7600 = B + (182*2)

B = 7600 - 364

B = 7236

LOC (T[10] [5]) = 7236 +(10+5*20)* 2

= 7236 + (110*2)

= 7236 + 220

= 7456

OR

Assuming LBR=2, LBC=9 and B = 7600

W=2 bytes

Number of Rows (M) = 20

Number of Co1umns (N) = 10
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LOC (T[I] [J]) = B + ((I-LBR) + (J-LBC)*M)*W

LOC (S[10] [5]) = 7600 + ((10-2) + (5-9)*20)*2

= 7600 + (8-80) * 2

= 7600 + (-72)) * 2

= 7600 - 144

= 7456

OR

Assuming LBR=LBC=l

W=2 bytes

Number of Rows (M) = 20

Number of Co1umns (N) = 10

LOC (T[I] [J]) = B +((I-LBR) + (J-LBC)*M)*W

LOC (T[2] [9]) = B +((2-1) + (9-1)*20)* 2

7600 = B + (161*2)

B = 7600 - 322

B = 7278

LOC (T[10] [5]) = 7278 +((10-1)+(5-1)*20)* 2

= 7278 + (9+80) *2)

= 7278 + 178

= 7456

(1 Mark for writing correct formula (for column major) OR
substituting formula with correct values for calculating Address)

(1 Mark for correct calculation)

(1 marks for writing correct address)

Note:

1 Mark to be awarded for writing only the correct answer (i.e. 7456)
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2 Marks to be awarded if the formula and/or substitution is correct and
total number of rows is considered as 21

Do not deduct any marks, if the formula/substitution is represented in
any other eauivalent form

(c) Write a function in C++ to perform Insert operation in a static circular Queue
containing Book's information (represented with the help of any array of
structure BOOK) 4

struct BOOK

{

long Accno; //Book Accession Number

char Title [20] //Book Title

};

Ans const int Max = 10;

void insert(Book B[], int &a, int F)

{

if ( (R+l) %Max! =F)

{

R= (R+l) %Max;

cin>>B [R] . Accno;

//cin>>B[R].Title OR cin.getline(B[R] .Title,20); OR

gets(B[R].Title) ;

}

else

cout<<"Queue Full";

}

OR

const intmax =10;
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void insert( long newAC, char newTitle[], Book B [],int &F,int &R)

{

if ( (F = 0 && R=max-l) II (F=R+l))

cout<<"Queue Overflow";

else

{

if (R -1)

F=0; R=0;

else if (R = max-i)

R = 0;

else

R = R + 1;

B[R].Accno = newAC;//oR cin>>B[R].Accno;

strcpy(B[R].Title, newTitle);

// OR gets(B[R].Title); OR cin>>B[R].Title OR

//cin.getline(B[R].Title,20) ;

}

}

OR

Any other equivalent correct answer acceptable

(1 Mark for writing function header correctly)

(1 Mark for checking if Queue is Full)

(1 Mark for incrementing Rear)

(1 Mark for assigning Values to the Rear location of the Queue)

(d) Write a function ALTERNATE (int A[ ] [3], int N, int M) in C++ to display
all alternate elements from two-dimensional array A (staring from A [0] [0]). 1
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For example:

If the array is containing:

23 54 76

37 19 28

62 13 19

The output will be

23 76 19 62 19

Ans. void ALTERNATE (int A [] [3], int N, int M)

{

int T=0;

for (int I=0 ; I<N; I++)

for (int J=0 ; J<M ; J++)

{

if (T%2= =0)

cout<<A[I] [J]<<" ";

T++ ;

}

}

OR

void ALTERNATE (int A[] [3], int N, int M)

{

int *P=&A[O] [0] ;

for (int I=0; I<N*M ; I+=2)

{

cout<<*p<<" ";

P+=2 ;

}

}
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OR

Any other equivalent correct answer acceptable

(1 Mark for writing Correct loops starting for location [0] [0])

(½ Mark for logic of checking alternate elements)

(½ Mark for displaying the alternate elements)

(e) Evaluate the following POSTFIX notation. Show status of Stack after every
step of evaluation (i.e. after each operator): 2

True, False, NOT, AND, False, True, OR, AND

Ans Element Scanned Stack Status

True True

False True, False

NOT True, True

AND True

False True, False

True True, False, True

OR True, True

AND True

Final Answer: True

(½ Mark for evaluating till NOT operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the next AND operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the next OR operator)

(½ Mark for evaluating till the last AND Operator and Final Answer)

Note:

(1 Mark for only writing the final answer as True without showina
the Stack Status)

4 (a) Observe the program segment given below carefully and the questions that follow: 1

class Stock
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{

int Ino, Qty ; char Item [20];

public:

void Enter() {cin>>Ino;qets(Item) ; cin>>Qty;}

void issue(int Q){Qty+=O;}

void Purchase(int Q){Q-=Q;}

int GetIno () {return Ino;}

};

void PurchaseItem(int Pino,int PQty)

{

fstream File;

File.open("STOCK.DAT", ios::binary|ios: :in|ios: :out);

Stock S;

int Success=O;

while (Success==O && File.read((char*)&S,sizeof(S)))

{

if (Pino==S. GetIno())

{

S.PurchaSe(PQ) ;

_________________ // Statement 1

_________________ // Statement 2

Success++;

}

}

}

if (Success=l)
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Cout<<"Purchase Updated"<<endl;

else

Cout<<''Wronq Item No"<<endl;

File.close() ;

(i) Write statement 1 to position the file pointer to the appropriate place so that
the data ucdation is done for the reauired item.

Ans File.seekp(File.tellg() - sizeof(Stock));

OR

File. seekp (-sizeof (Stock) ,ios::cur));

(½ Mark for writing Statement 1 correctly)

Note:

Seekp() and seekg() may be used interchangeably

tel/p() and tel/g() may be used interchangeably

(ii) Write statement 2 to perform the write operation so that the updation is done
in the binary file.

Ans File.write((char*)&S,sizeof(S));

OR

File.write((char*)&S,sizeof(Stock));

(½ Mark for writing any of the above statements)

(b) Write a function in C++ to read the content of a text file "DELHI.TXT' and
display all those lines on screen, which are either starting with 'D' or starting
with 'M' 2

Ans void DispDorM()

{

if stream File("DELHI.TXT");

char Str[80];

while(File.getline(Str,80))
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{

if(Str[0]='D' || Str[0]='M')

cout«Str«endl;

}

File.close(); //Ignore

}

OR

Any other correct function definition performing the desired operation

(½ Mark for opening DELHI. TXT correctly)

(½ Mark for reading each Line (Whichever method adopted) from the file)

(½ Mark for checking lines starting with '0' or 'M' )

(½ Mark for displaying the lines)

NOTE:

Ignore case sensitivity while checking for 'D' or 'M'

(c) Write a function in C++ to search for the details (Phone no and Calls) of
those Phones, which have more than 800 calls from a binary file "phones.dat"
Assuming that this binary file contains records/objects of class Phone, which
is defined below. 3

class Phone

{

char Phoneno [10] ; int Calls ;

public:

void Get 0 {gets (Phoneno) ; cin>>ea11s;)

void Bi11ing() {cout<<Phoneno<<"#"<<Ca11s«end1:}

int GetCa11s () {return Ca11s;}

} ;

Ans  void Search ( )

{
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Phone P;

fstream fin;

fin. open ("phones. dat", ios: :binary| ios: :in);

whi1e (fin.read((char*) &P, sizeof (P)))

{

if(P.GetCa11s () > 800)

P.Billing () ;

}

fin.c1ose () ; // Ignore

}

OR

Any other correct function definition performing the desired operation

(½ Mark for declaration of object using fstream/ifstream)

(½ Mark for opening phones.dat correctly)

(½ Mark for reading record(s) from phones.dat)

(½ Mark for correct formation of/oop)

(½ Mark for checking if value returned by GetCalls ( ) > 800)

(½ Mark for displaying the matching record)

Note:

Marks not to be deducted for the comparison as >= 800

5 (a) Give a suitable example of a table with sample data and illustrate Primary and
Alternate Keys in it. 2

Ans A table may have more than one such attribute/group of attribute that Identifies
a row/tuple uniquely, all such attribute(s} are known as Candidate Keys. Out
of the Candidate keys, one is selected as Primary Key. while the rest are the
Alternate Keys

Ignore
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(1 Mark for writing suitable example / correct definition of a table)

(½ Mark for correct illustration / definition of Primary Key)

(½ Mark for correct illustration / definition of Alternate Keys)

Consider the following tables CARDEN and CUSTOMER and answer
(b) and (c) parts of this question:

Table: CARDEN

Ccode CarName Make Color Capacity Charges

501 A-Star Suzuki RED 3 14

503 Indigo Tata SILVER 3 12

502 Innova Tovota WHITE 7 15

509 SX4 Suzuki SILVER 4 14

510 C Class Mercedes RED 4 35

Table: CUSTOMER

CCode Cname Ccode

1001 Hemant Sahu 501

1002 Raj Lal 509

1003 Feroza Shah 503

1004 Ketan Dhal 502
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(b) Write SQL commands for the following statements: 4

(i) To display the names of all silver colored Cars.

Ans    SELECT CarName FROM CARDEN

WHER Color = ‘SILVER';

(1 Mark for correct query)

(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(ii) To display name of car, make and capacity of cars in descending order
of their sitting capacity.

Ans SELECT CarName, Make, Capacity FROM CARDEN

ORDER BY Capacity DESC;

(1 Mark for correct query)

(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(iii) To display the highest charges at which a vehicle can be hired from
CARDEN.

Ans    SELECT MAX(Charges) FROM CARDEN ;

OR

SELECT CarName, MAX(Charges)FROM CARDEN GROUP BY CarName;

(1 Marie for correct query)

(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(iv) To display the customer name and the corresponding name of the cars hired
by them.

Ans SELECT CName, CarName FROM CUSTOMER, CARDEN

WHERE CUSTOMER.Ccode = CARDEN.Ccode;

OR

SELECT CUSTOMER. CName, CARDEN. CarName FROM CUSTOMER,

CARDEN WHERE CUSTOMER.Ccode = CARDEN.Ccode;

OR
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SELECT CName, CarName FROM CUSTOMER A, CARDEN B

WHERE A.Ccode = B.Ccode;

OR

SELECT A. CName, B. CarName FROM CUSTOMER A, CARDEN B

WHERE A.Ccode = B.Ccode;

(1 Mark for correct query)

(½ Mark for partially correct answer)

(c) Give the output of the following SOL queries: 2

(i) SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT Make) FROM CARDEN;

Ans COUNT (DISTINCT Make)

4

(½ Mark for correct output)

(ii) SELECT MAX (Charges), MIN (Charges) FROM CARDEN;

Ans MAX (Charges) MIN (Charges)

35 12

(½ Mark for correct output)

(iii) SELECT COUNT (*), Make FROM CARDEN;

Ans (Ignoring Make for display)

COUNT (*)

       5

OR

(assuming the presence of GROUP By Make)

COUNT(*) Make

2 SUZUKJ:

1 TATA

1 TOYOTA

1 MERCEDES
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OR

No Output

OR

Incorrect Syntax/Error/Query will not run

(½ Mark for writing any of the above or any answer conveying same meaning)

OR

(½ Mark to be awarded if any two outputs out of (i), (jj) and (iv) are correct.

(iv) SELECT CarName FROM CARDEN WHE~ Capacity = 4;

Ans CarName

    Sx4

C Class

(½ Mark for correct output)

6. (a) Verify the following using truth table: 2

(i) X,X' = 0

Ans X X' X . X' 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

Verified

(1 Mark for correct verification)

OR

(½ Mark for any two correct columns)

(ii) X+1=1

X 1 X +1

0 1 1

1 1 2

   Verified

→

→→→
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(1 Mark for correct verification)

OR

(½ Mark for any two correct columns)

(b) Write the equivalent Boolean expression for the following Logic Circuit: 2

Ans. U. V' + U' . W'

(2 Marks for the final expression U. V' +U'.W)

OR

(1 Mark for anv one of the correct terms out of U. V' or U'.W')

(c) Write the SOP form of a Boolean function F, which is represented in a truth
table as follows:

Ans X'Y'Z' + X'YZ' + XY'Z' + XYZ    OR F(X,Y, Z) = 

∑

 (0, 2, 4, 7)

(1 Mark for the correct SOP form)

(½ mark for any two correct terms)

Note: Marks should not be deducted for any other variable names
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(d) Reduce the following Boolean Expression using K-Map: 3

F(A, B, C, D) =  

∑

 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11)

Ans A'B' A'B AB AB'

C'D' 1 1

C'D 1

CD  1 1 1

CD'  1 1 1

OR

C'D' C'D CD CD'

A'B' 1 1

A'B  1 1 1 1

AB

AB'  1 1 1

F(A, B, C, D) = A'B + A'C + B'C + AB'D'

(½ Mark for placing all 1 s at correct positions in K-Map)

(½ Mark for each grouping)

(½ Mark for writing final expression in reduced/minimal form)

Note: marks should not be deducted for any other variable names

7 (a) What out of the following, will you use to have an audio-visual chat with an
expert sitting in a far-away place to fix-up a technical issue?

(i) VolP

(ii) Email

(iii) FTP

Ans (ii) VolP

OR

None of the Options

(1 Mark for writing correct option)
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(b) Name one server side scripting language and one client side scripting language. 1

Ans Client side scripts: Java script / VB script / Peril Tcl/Tk / REXX.

Server side scripts: JSP / ASP / PHP / CGI / Perl

(½ Mark for writing one correct Client side scripting language name)

(½ Mark for writing one correct Server side scripting language name)

(c) Which out of the following comes under Cyber Crime? 1

(i) Operating someone's Internet banking account, without his knowledge.

(ii) Stealing a keyboard from someone's computer.

(iii) Working on someone's computer with his/her permission.

Ans (i) Operating someone's Internet banking account, without his knowledge.

(1 Mark for writing correct option)

(d) Write one advantage of Bus Topology of network. Also, illustrate how 4 com-
puters can be connected with each other using star topology of network. 2

Ans Cable length required for this topology is the least compared to other networks.

OR

Any other correct advantage of Bus Topology of network.

Illustration of 4 computers connected with each other using star topology of network.

(½ Mark for writing one correct advantage)

(½ Mark for drawing / writing correct illustration OR any other
diagrammatic representation for star topology)
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(e) Workalot Consultants are setting up a secured network for their office campus
at Gurgaon for their day-to-day office and web-based activities. They are
planning to have connectivity between 3 buildings and the head office situated
in Mumbai Answer the questions (i) to (iv) after going through the building
positions in the campus and other details, which are given below: 3

(i) Suggest the most suitable place (Le. building) to house the server of
this organization. Also give a reason to justify your location.

Ans Building "RED", since it contains maximum number of computers

OR
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Building "BLUE", since it is closest to "GREEN" and "RED"

(½ Mark for writing any correct place)

(½ Mark for correct justification)

(ii) Suggest a cable layout of connections between the buildings inside the
campus.

Ans Gurgaon Campus

OR

Gurgaon Campus

(1 Mark for drawing /writing any valid connectivity or topology or
diagram connecting various buildings inside the campus)

NOTE: Ignore placement/order of buildings in the diagrammatic
representation

(iii) Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification:

(1) Switch

(2) Repeater
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Ans (1) Switch:

In each of the buildings, since a network switch is a networking device
that joins multiple computers together within one local area network
(LAN).

(2) Repeater:

For the Layout 1 drawn in (e2)- Between buildings "GREEN" and
"RED", since distance between these two buildings is greater than 70
m which will otherwise lead to loss of signal intensity for data to be
transferred.

For the Layout 2 drawn in (e2): Repeater is not needed, since distance
between both the buildings connected to "Ganga" is less than 70 m, not
leading to any signal loss

OR

Any other placement of Repeater with proper justification

(½ Mark for writing correct placement and/or justification of Switch)

(½ Mark for writing correct placement and/or justification of Repeater,
according to layout drawn for e2)

(iv) The organization is planning to provide a high speed link with its head
office situated in the MUMBAI using a wired connection. Which of the
following cable will be most suitable for this job?

(i) Optical Fibre

(ii) Co-axial Cable

(iii) Ethernet Cable

Ans (i) Optical Fibre

(1 Mark for writing correct option)

(f) Give one suitable example of each URL and Domain Name 1

Ans URL Example: http://www.w3schools. com/htmlldefault.asp

OR

www.youtube.com
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Domain Name Example: w3schools.com

OR

Any other correct URL and Domain Name Examples

Note: Domain names in both the examples may/may not be same

(½ Mark for writing any correct URL Example)

(½ Mark for writing any correct Domain Name Example)

(g) Name two Proprietary softwares along with their application. 1

Ans Microsoft Office - For office applications

Adobe Photoshop - For design related works

Autocad - For professional Design

MAYA - For professional animations & Movie making

3D Studio - For 3 dimensional objects

Tally - For accounting

Oracle Database - For database management

(½ mark each for any 2 of the above mentioned or any other proprietary
software with/or without their application areas)
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ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
Time allowed : 3 hours Maximum Marks : 70

Note :

(i) Attempt all the questions.

(ii) Use both sides of the drawing sheet, if necessary.

(iii) All dimensions are in millimetres.

(iv) Missing and mismatching dimensions, if any, may be suitably assumed.

(v) Follow the SP:46, 2003 revised codes. (with first angle method of projection)

(vi) In no view of question 1 are hidden edges or lines required.

(vii) In question 3, hidden edges or lines are to be shown in views without section.

(viii) Number your answers according to questions.

QUESTION PAPER CODE 68/1

1. (a) Construct an isometric scale, 85 mm long. 4

(b) Draw an isometric projection of the frustum of a hexagonal pyramid with
base edge 30 mm, top-edge 25 mm and height of the frustum 70 mm. One of
the base edge is perpendicular to VP and the axis is perpendicular to HP.
Give all the dimensions. 7

(b) A cylinder of diameter 60 mm and height 70 mm is placed centrally on the top
surface of a triangular prism with base edge 60 mm and height 20 mm. The
common axis is perpendicular to HP. One of the base edge is parallel to
VP and is nearer to VP. Draw the isometric projection of the solids placed
together. Give all the dimensions. Show the common axis and the direction
of viewing. 13

2. (a) Draw to scale 1 : 1, the standard profile of the metric thread (Internal) with
pitch 40 mm. Give standard dimensions. 8

OR
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Draw to scale 1 : 1 the front view and the top view of a T-head bolt size M20.
Keep the axis perpendicular to HP. Give standard dimensions.

(b) Sketch freehand the front view and top view of a cheese head screw of size
M25. Keep the axis vertical. Give all the standard dimensions. 5

OR

Sketch freehand the front view, top view and side view of a rectangular sunk
taper key for a shaft of 60 mm diameter. Give all the standard dimensions.

3. Figure 1 shows the details of the parts of the Protected Flange Coupling. Assemble
these parts and draw to scale 1 : 1, the following views of the assembly:

(a) Front view, upper half in section. 13

(b) Side view as viewed from the left. 9

Print the heading and scale used. Draw the projection symbol. Give 6 important
dimensions. 6

OR

Figure 2 shows the F.E. and the S.E. of the assembly of Bushed Bearing. Disassemble
the parts and draw the views of the following parts to scale 1 : 1. Keep the same
position of the parts w.r.t. HP and VP.

Fig. 1
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(a) BODY

(i) Front view, right half in section 8

(ii) Top view 7

(b) BUSH

(i) Front view, left half in section 4

(ii) Top view 3

Print titles of both and scale used. Draw the projection symbol. Give 6 important
dimensions. 6

4. Answer the following multiple choice questions. Print the correct choice on your
drawing sheet. 5

(i) The angle that the body diagonal of a cube makes with the plane of projection
in its true isometric projection is :

(a) 60°

(b) 30°

(c) 90°

(d) 120°
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(ii) A square in isometric projection appears as :

(a) Square

(b) Rhombus

(c) Rectangle

(d) Trapezium

(iii) In first angle projection the order of object, plane and observer, as viewed
from the front is

(a) object, plane and observer

(b) object, observer and plane

(c) plane, observer, object

(d) observer, object, plane

(iv) Crowning in a C.I. pulley is provided to :

(a) correct tension of belt

(b) prevent slipping of the belt

(c) strengthen the rim

(d) help in casting

(v) A rubber ring as a gasket in Flange coupling is provided to

(a) check leakage of fluid in pressure in pipes

(b) align the two flanges

(c) to fill the gap between the flanges

(d) to support the nuts and bolts.
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QUESTION PAPER CODE 68

1. (a) Construct an isometric scale, 95 mm long. 4

(b) Draw an isometric projection of the frustum of an equilateral triangular pyramid
with base edge 50 mm, top edge 40 mm and height 70 mm. It is resting on HP
with one of the base edges on HP and nearer to VP. The axis is perpendicular
to HP. Give all the dimensions. 7

(c) A cylinder of diameter 50 mm and height 60 mm is placed centrally on the top
surface of a pentagonal prism (base edge 40 mm and height 25 mm). The
common axis is perpendicular to HP. One of the base edges of the prism is
parallel to VP and is nearer to the observer. Draw the isometric projection of
the solids placed together. Show the common axis and the direction of viewing.
Give all dimensions. 13

2. (a) Draw to scale 1 : 1 the standard profile of a metric screw thread (external).
Take pitch 40 mm. Give standard dimensions. 8

OR

Draw to scale 1 : 1 the front view and the top view of a Hook Bolt of size
M20. Keep the axis perpendicular to HP. Give standard dimensions.

(b) Sketch free hand the front view and top view of a Snap head rivet of diameter
25 mm. Keep the axis vertical. Give all the standard dimensions. 5

OR

Sketch free hand the front view and the top view of collar stud of size M25.
Keep the axis vertical. Give all the standard dimensions.

3. Figure 1 shows the details of the parts of a Flanged Pipe Joint. Assemble these parts
and draw to scale 1 : 1, the following views of the assembly:

(a) Front view, upper half in section. 14

(b) Side view as viewed from the right. 8

Print the heading and scale used. Draw the projection symbol. Give 6 important 6
dimensions.
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OR

Figure 2 shows the Front Elevation of the assembled Sleeve and Cotter Joint. Keeping
the same position of the parts w.r.t. HP and VP, disassemble the parts and draw the
following views to a scale 1 : 1 of the parts as stated:

(a) Front view of the sleeve, upper half in section and the side view as seen from
left. 12

(b) Front view of the rod-A and side view as seen from right. 10

Print titles of both and scale used. Draw the projection symbol. Give 6 important
dimensions. 6
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4. Answer the following Multiple Choice Questions. Print correct choice on your
drawing sheet. 5

(i) The three isometric axes are inclined to each other at

(a) 60°

(b) 120°

(c) 30°

(d) 90°

(ii) The angle between the flanks of a BSW thread profile. is

(a) 60°

(b) 90°

(c) 55°

(d) 75°

(iii) Number of clearances provided in Cotter Joint for square rods is

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 4

(d) 3

(iv) Chamfering surface on a Nut and Bolt head has shape of

(a) Cone

(b) Triangular Pyramid

(c) Cylinder

(d) Triangular Prism

(v) A machine part not sectioned is

(a) Bush

(b) Body/Base

(c) Snug

(d) Rivet
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Marking Scheme — Engineering Graphics

All Questions are to be answered correctly and accurately.

General Note:

(i) Marks are to be awarded in proportion to the work done.

(ii) Mistakes in dimensioning up to ± 1.0 mm may be ignored.

(iii) In dimensioning, arrow–heads of various types, as per SP : 46-2003 codes, are usable.
However, where space is too small for an arrowhead, oblique stroke or a dot may be
employed.

(iv) In no view of question 1 and in no sectioned view of question 3, are hidden edges/lines
required.

(v) Other standard methods of drawing/proportions for features like nuts, heads of bolts,
screws etc., employed by examinees, may also be accepted.

QUESTION PAPER CODE 68/1
S.No.         VALUE POINTS Distribution

of Marks

Q 1 (a): ISOMETRIC SCALE 4

(i) Marking of divisions of 10 mm, 1 mm on true scale and marking angles of
30o & 45 o. 1

(ii) Projections  from scale 1:1 to get points on isometric scale, Printing ‘Scale 1:1’
and ‘Isometric Scale’. 1

(iii) Construction of isometric scale, 85 mm long, with main divisions of 10 mm
each. 1

(iv) Division of the first part of isometric scale into 10 subdivisions. 1

NOTE:

½ mark is to be deducted in case an examinee constructs the scale for a length less
than 80 mm.

Q 1 (b): ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF A FRUSTUM OF HEXAGONAL
PYRAMID 7
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(i) Helping figure (using either isometric scale, or 1: 1 scale) of both hexagons
with one side perpendicular to V.P. 1½

(ii) Drawing isometric hexagons, on top and at the base. 2½

(iii) Drawing slant edges. 2

(iv) Dimensioning 1

NOTE:

For incorrect position of frustum, like keeping its axis perpendicular to V. P. in
place of H. P. as asked, 2 marks should be deducted. Also in helping fjgure, jf
a side of the base is taken parallel to V.P., 1/2 mark should be deducted.

Q 1 (c): ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF CYLINDER, PLACED CENTRALLY,
ON AN EQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR PRISM 13

EQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR PRISM 6

(i) Helping figure of a triangle, with a base edge parallel and nearer to V.P. 1

(ii) Drawing isometric triangles. 2

(iii) Drawing face edges, parallel to vertical axis. 2

(iv) Dimensioning. 1

CYLINDER 7

(i) Drawing isometric ellipses (2 for top and 1 for bottom) along with their center
lines. 3

(ii) Drawing two generators (vertical edges), tangential to ellipses, ensuring central
location of the cylinder. 2

(iii) Common vertical axis and direction of viewing. 1

(iv) Dimensioning. 1

NOTE:

For incorrectly placed solids, deductions, as proposed in Q 1 (b), may be used.

Q 2 (a): METRIC SCREW THREAD PROFILE (INTERNAL) 8

(i) Distance, equal to pitch, marked correctly and angles of 60°, drawn correctly. 1½
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(ii) Flat edges and curves for threads (minimum 2), drawn correctly. 2½

(iii) Side edges (flanks), drawn correctly. 1

(iv) Dimensioning and hatching. 2

(v) Line work and neatness. 1

[OR]

T -HEAD BOLT 8

FRONT VIEW

(i) Threaded and unthreaded portions of cylindrical shank, square neck and
center line. 3

(ii) Head of bolt. 1

TOP VIEW

(i) Circles of diameter'd' (thick) and '0.85d' (thin & broken). 1

(ii) Square neck and the rest of the portion. 1

Dimensioning, Neatness and Line work 2

NOTE:

3 marks may be deducted, in all, if sketched freehand, instead of drawing to
scale 1:1.

Q 2 (b): FREE HAND SKETCHING

CHEESE - HEAD SCREW (Size M25) 5

(i) Front view with its axis perpendicular to HP. 2½

(ii) Top view. 1½

(iii) Dimensioning. 1

[OR]

RECTANGULAR SUNK TAPER KEY (for a shaft of diameter 'd' = 60mm) 5

(i) Front view. 1½

(ii) Side view. 1½
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(iii) Top view. 1

(iv) Dimensioning. 1

(L= Any length:::: 50 mm or more, W=d/4, T =d/6 and Taper of 1: 1 00)

NOTE:

2 marks may be deducted, if these components are drawn with instruments,
instead of being sketched freehand.

Q 3. PROTECTED FLANGE COUPLING (Assembly) 28

(a) FRONT VIEW (Upper Half in Section) : 13

(i) Upper, sectioned half of flanges, including socket and spigot arrangement,
hole and hatching lines in opposite directions. 5

(ii) Lower, unsectioned, half of flanges, including center line for bolt. 2

(iii) Head of bolt, threaded and other portions of bolt and hexagonal nut. 2

(iv) Shafts with hatching lines. 2

(v) Keys and keyways. 2

(b) SIDE VIEW (viewed from left) : 9

(i) 7 circles and hatching lines 4½

(ii) Keys and keyways. 2

(iii) Hexagonal nut and bolt. 2

(iv) Cutting plane ½

DETAILS: 6

Titles (2), scale used (1), projection symbol (1) and 6 important dimensions (2).

[OR]

BUSHED BEARING (Dis-assembly) 28

(A) BODY 15

(a) FRONT VIEW (Right Half in Section) : 8

(i) Marking boundary of body alongwith radii R5 at two locations, quarter
circle of diameter = 90mm and the two axes. 2½
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(ii) Indicating center distance of two holes and clearance gap of 4mm at
the base with. proper fillet. 1½

(iii) Marking of hole of 15mm size. 1

(iv) Marking of circle of diameter, 60mm. 1

(v) Marking of oil hole. 1

(vi) Hatching lines. 1

(b) TOP VIEW 7

(i) Drawing inner rectangle and side rectangles (thick) correctly. 2

(ii) Drawing of bolt holes (1½), oil hole circles (1), two main center lines
and all hidden lines (2). 4½

(iii) Drawing cutting plane. ½

(B) BUSH 7

(a) FRONT VIEW (Left Half in Section) : 4

(i) Darwing two circles with center lines. 2½

(ii) Showing oil hole and hatching lines. 1½

(b) TOP VIEW 3

(i) Drawing rectangle, including hidden lines with center lines 1½

(ii) Drawing oil hole circle. 1

(iii) Drawing cutting plane. ½

DETAILS: 6

Titles (2), scale used (1), projection symbol (1) and 6 important
dimensions (2).

NOTE:

1) As the views of the Bushed Bearing are drawn disproportionately, if any
examinee has altered any of the diameters of the three circles, or any
other dimension, while retaining the correctness of the answer, no marks
should be deducted.
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2) In Protected Flange coupling if hatching of broken ends of both rods is
shown as per question paper, no marks should be deducted.

Q4: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 5

(i) (c) or 90° 1

(ii) (b) or Rhombus 1

(iii) (d) or Observer, Object, Plane 1

(iv) (b) or prevent slipping of the belt 1

(v) (a) or check leakage of fluid in pipes 1
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Code: 68/1
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Code: 68/1
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Code: 68/1
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Code: 68/1
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QUESTION PAPER CODE 68
S.No.         VALUE POINTS Distribution

of Marks

Q 1 (a): ISOMETRIC SCALE 4

(i) Marking of divisions of 10 mm, 1 mm on true scale and marking angles of
30o & 45 o. 1

(ii) Projections  from scale 1:1 to get points on isometric scale. Printing ‘Scale 1:1’
and ‘Isometric Scale’. 1

(iii) Construction of isometric scale, 95 mm long, with main divisions of 10 mm
each. 1

(iv) Division of the first part of isometric scale into 10 subdivisions. 1

NOTE:

½ mark is to be deducted in case an examinee constructs the scale for a length less
than 90 mm.

Q 1 (b): ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF A FRUSTUM OF TRIANGULAR
PYRAMID 7

(i) Helping figure. 2

(ii) Drawing isometric triangles. 3

(iii) Drawing slant edges. 1

(iv) Dimensioning 1

NOTE:

As the Q 1 (b)) does not provide clear information about the postion of the base
edges of the frustum w.r.t the V P , the examinees are free to take a base edge
parallel to V.P. (nearer or farther from it), perpendicular to V P or at any other angle
with VP

Q 1 (c): ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF CYLINDER, PLACED CENTRALLY,
ON A PENTAGONAL PRISM 13

PENTAGONAL PRISM 6

(i) Helping figure. 1
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(ii) Drawing isometric pentagons. 3

(iii) Drawing vertical edges. 1

(iv) Dimensioning. 1

CYLINDER 7

(i) Drawing isometric ellipses (2 for top and 1 for bottom) along with their center
lines. 3

(ii) Drawing two generators (vertical edges), tangential to ellipses, ensuring central
location of the cylinder. 2

(iii) Common vertical axis and direction of viewing. 1

(iv) Dimensioning. 1

NOTE:

For incorrect position of solids, like keeping their common axis perpendicular
to VP. in place of HP., as asked, 3 marks should be deducted. Also in helping
figure, if a side of the base is taken perpendicular to VP., ½ mark should be
deducted.

Q 2 (a): METRIC SCREW THREAD PROFILE (EXTERNAL) 8

(i) Distance, equal to pitch, marked correctly and angles of 60°, drawn correctly. 1½

(ii) Flat edges and curves for threads (minimum 2), drawn correctly. 2½

(iii) Side edges (flanks), drawn correctly. 1

(iv) Dimensioning and hatching. 2

(v) Line work and neatness. 1

[OR]

HOOK BOL T (Size M20) 8

FRONT VIEW

(i) Threaded and unthreaded portions of cylindrical shank, square neck and center
line. 3

(ii) Head of bolt. 1
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TOP VIEW

(i) Circles of diameter 'd' (thick) and 'O.85d' (thin & broken) 1

(ii) Square neck and the rest of the portion 1

Dimensioning, Neatness and Line work 2

NOTE:

3 marks may be deducted, In all, if sketched freehand, Instead of drawing to
scale 1 I

Q 2 (b): FREE HAND SKETCHING

SNAP HEAD RIVET (Size M25) 5

(i) Front view with its axis perpendicular to H.P. 2½

(ii) Top view. 1½

(iii) Dimensioning. 1

[OR]

COLLAR STUD (Size M25) 5

(i) Front view with its axis perpendicular to H.P. 2½

(ii) Top view. 1½

(iii) Dimensioning. 1

NOTE:

2 marks may be deducted, if these components are drawn with instruments,
instead of being sketched freehand.

Q 3 : FLANGED PIPE JOINT (Assembly) 28

(a) FRONT VIEW (Upper Half in Section) . 14

(i) Drawing both flanges and pipes in top half portion, including fillets of R3 and
hatching in the broken end of pipe. 3½

(ii) Drawing both flanges and pipes in bottom half portion (without section), in-
cluding fillets of R3 and hatching in broken end of pipe 3½

(iii) Drawing a hole of φ12 on a p.c.d. of φ96 and hatching of flanges. 2
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(iv) Drawing bolts and nuts of M10 correctly (at one location at least). 4

(v) Indicating gasket in the upper half and lower half, and shading or cross-
hatching in the upper half. 1

(b) SIDE VIEW (viewed from right) : 8

(i) Drawing 5 circles and pitch circle for bolts. 3

(ii) Drawing hatching lines to indicate pipe thickness. 2

(iii) Drawinq chamfer circle, hexagon, φ12 hidden circle, M 10 circle (thick) 2½
and φ0.85d circle (thin & broken) for nuts and bolts on p.c.d. (at one
location at least)

(iv) Drawing cutting plane ½

DETAILS. 6

Titles (2), scale used (1), projection symbol (1) and 6 Important dimensions (2)

[OR]

SLEEVE AND COTTER JOINT (Dis-assembly) 28

(A) SLEEVE 12

(a) FRONT VIEW (Upper Half in Section) : 8

(i) Drawing upper half in section, including cotter holes (4), curves of R5
(1) and hatching lines (1). 6

(ii) Drawing lower half, center line and curves of R5. 2

(b) SIDE VIEW (viewed from right) : 4

Two circles of φ50 and φ25 (2) and hidden lines for cotter holes (2)

(B) ROD - A 10

(a) FRONT VIEW (Left Half in Section) : 6

Cylindrical portion of diameter 25 and length 80 (2), cotter hole (2),
cylindrical portion of diameter 20 and curves of R3 (2)

(b) SIDE VIEW (viewed from right) : 4

Two circles (2), cotter hole lines and hatching lines (2)
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(C) DETAILS 6

Titles (2), scale used (1), projection symbol (1) and 6 important dimensions (2).

Q4: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 5

(i) (b) or 120° 1

(ii) (c) or 55° 1

(iii) Lack clarity and hence do not have single' and definite answers. 1

(iv) Under the circumstances, all examinees, who have attempted these questions,
must be awarded full marks. 1

(v) (d) or Rivet 1
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MULTIMEDIA AND WEB TECHNOLOGY
Time allowed : 3 hours Maximum Marks : 70

Notes:

(i) All questions are compulsory.

(ii) Answer the questions after carefully reading the text.

QUESTION PAPER CODE 89/1

1. (a) Name any two methods that can be used to create a table. 1

(b) Explain the term attribute and degree with the help of an example 2

(c) The relation Products is used to maintain some data related to products sold
in a Grocery Store. Study the table and answer the following questions:

Products

Prod_ID Prod_name Price Category Availability

711 Shine Toothpaste 35 SOAPS 20

234 Suqar 45 EDIBLE 52

424 Chocolate Box 125 EDIBLE 12

543 Detergent 62 SOAPS 26

(i) Name the field that can act as a primary key in the table Products. 1

(ii) If a separate table Price needs to be created to maintain information
about each product's price, name any two fields from the above table

that should be included in the new table. 1

(iii) Name the type of relation that would exist between the table Products
and the newly created table Price. 1

(d) Give the full form of AVI. 1

(e) Name any two audio formats that are most appropriate for using in web pages. 1

(f) What is the difference between a file with .FLA extension and one with .SWF
extension? 2
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2. Questions below are based on Macromedia Flash:

(a) Explain the use of the Guide Layer. 1

(b) Differentiate between Layer and Timeline. 2

(c) What is a blank key frame?

(d) Give one advantage of dividing a movie into multiple scenes. 1

(e) Name any two formats of which a flash movie can be published. 1

(f) Observe the image given below and do as directed: 4

The image on the left hand side shows the position and size for frame 1.

The image on the right shows the image and size for frame 40.

The shape on the left is blue in colour while the one on the right side is
red in colour.

Write the procedure and property settings for animating the above scenario.

3. Answer the following questions based of HTML:

(a) What is the difference between using the <EMBED> tag and <A> tag for ad-
ding music to a web page? 2

(b) Write the HTML code to generate the web page in the format shown: 8

Consider the following points while writing the HTML code :

(1) The title of the web page is Smart Uniforms.

(2) The background colour of the web page is pink.

(3) Text style of main heading is Papyrus and that of the rest of the page is
Comic Sans MS.

(4) The line is red in cclour and 6 pixels thick.

(5) The table has a blue coloured border that is 4 pixels thick.
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(6) Use the concept of nested lists for creating the given list.

(7) The word online In the sentence above the table is hyperlinked to the
page order.htm.

(8) The image used is uniform.jpg.

4. Answer the following questions based on ASP:

(a) Name any two equivalent tools of ASP. 1

(b) Name the object of ASP object model used for handling errors. 1

(c) Name the object and its method: 3

(i) To send the buffered HTML output immediately.

(ii) To execute as ASP file.

(iii) That causes the browser to connect to a different web page.
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(d) Write the ASP statements to create a cookie named "Location" and store the value
of "Jaipur" in it and retrieve the value stored in the cookie named "Location". 2

(e) Give the output of the following statements: 3

(i) Response.write((17-2*3) \ (15 MOD 4))

(ii) Respone.write(LCASE(MID("JigSaw Puzzle",3,6)))

(iii) Response.write(MONTHNAME(MONTH("15/1 0/2011 ")+2))

5. Answer the following questions based on ASP.

(a) What is the use of the FileSystemObject? 1

(b) Give the full form of ODBC. 1

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<%

DIM cnt,num

List=ARRAY (14, 12, 32, 15, 8, 4, 2, 10)

FOR cnt = 7 to 1 STEP - 2

Num =List( cnt) - List( cnt-1)

RESPONSE.WRITE(num&"<BR>") .

NEXT

%>

(d) Rewrite the following code after removing all errors and underline each correction: 2

<%

option explicit

PROC DISPLAY(S1)

REQUEST.WRITE(Happy&S 1)

End Proc

S= "Birthday"

call display(s)

>
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(e) FastnSafe Radio Taxis displays information about their service charges and
distance between important location of the city using the content rotator
component as shown below: 4

FASTnSAFE Radio Taxis

The Reliable Radio Taxi service that takes you to your destination quickly.

Rajouri Garden to Connaught Place distance: 16 Km @ Rs. 10: Rs 160

Create an ASP file "taxis. asp" with the above specification. The distance
information is stored in a text file named routes.txt.

6. Answer the following questions based on VBScript:

(a) Observe the following script: 2

<SCRIPTLANGUAGE= "VBSCRIPT">

OPTION EXPLICIT

DIM A,B

A = 10

B = 20

1 = 1

DO WHILE 1<=5

C = B-A

DOCUMENT.WRITE C

A=A-1

B=B+2

I = I+1

LOOP

</SCRIPT>

Every time this script is executed, the programmer receives an error as soon
as the FOR loop is reached. Identify the error and write the corrected code.
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(b) Rewrite the following code using a DO WHILE instead of FOR loop without
affecting the output 2

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript">

DIM A

A = 1

FOR B = 1 to 10 STEP 3

A = A + B

DOCUMENTWRITE(A & "<br>")

NEXT

</SCRIPT>

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBSCRIPT">

DIM S, len1, len2

s = ”Play"

len1 = len(s)

FOR num=1 TO len1

DOCUMENTWRITE (LEFT(s,num))

NEXT

</SCRIPT>

(d) Write HTML code to generated the following form: 4
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Write the VBScript code to display the fees for the Dance Course as

Rs. 600 for children aged 6 - 10

Rs. 1,000 for children aged 11 - 16

When the user clicks on the CALCULATE button. If the user enters any age
other than the above then an error message "Not Eligible" should be displayed.

7 (a) Give two main advantage of star topology. .. 1.

(b) Name any two wired transmission media. 1

(c) Name an Open Source Software for the following Applications: 2

(i) Database Management System

(ii) Operating System

(d) What is Video Conferencing? Name the main equipment required for it. 2

(e) Gyan University is setting up its network in the new University campus located
in Chandigarh. The campus has four main Buildings as shown in the diagram
below: 2

Centre to centre distance between various buildings is as follows:

Management Block to Admin Block 120 m

Admin Block to IT Block 100 m

IT Block to Science Block 90 m

Management Block to IT Block 160 m

Management Block to Science Block 180 m

Admin Block to Science Block 130 m
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Number of Computer:

Management Block 50

Admin Block 160

IT Block 120

Science Block 100

(i) Suggest a suitable cable layout of connections between buildings and name
the topology used. 1

(ii) Suggest the most suitable place (Wing) to house the server of this organization
with a suitable reason. 1

(iii) Where should repeaters be placed? 1

(iv) Gyan University needs to be connected to the Gyan Engineering College
located in N. Delhi. Suggest the most economical method of linking the head
office and this office that can provide reliable communication. 1

QUESTION PAPER CODE 89

1 (a) ldentify the most suitable data type for the following data-items : 1

(i) Age of a person

(ii) An Address

(b) Explain the terms tuple and cardinality with the help of an example. 2

(c) The relation Nations is used to maintain some statistics related to some nations
of the world. Study the table and answer the following questions:

Nations

Nat_ID Net_name Population Area Status

A102 India 1.21 billion 3287 Developing

E054 Spain 0.05 billion 504 Developed

F062 Nigeria 0.16 billion 923 Developing

N013 Canada 0.04 billion 17075 Developed

(i) Name the field that can act as a primary key in the table Nations. 1
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(ii) If a separate table Population needs to be created to maintain
information about each country's population, name any two fields from
the above table that should be include in the new table. 1

(iii) Name the type of relation that would exist between the table Nations and
the newly created table Population. 1

(d) Give the full form of MIDI. 1

(e) Name any two image formats that are most popularly used while designing web
pages. 1

(f) What is the difference between using a GIF image and a Flash movie in a web
page? 2

2. Answer the following questions based on Macromedia Flash:

(a) Explain the use of the Mask Layer. 1

(b) Differentiate between symbol and instance. 2

(c) What is a key frame? 1

(d) Give one advantage of using layers in Flash. 1

(e) Name two formats to which a Flash movie can be published. 1

(f) Observe the image given below and do as directed: 4

The image on the left hand side shows the position and size for frame 1.

The image on the right shows the image and size for frame 40.

The shape on the left is blue in colour while the one on the right side is
orange in colour.

Write the procedure and property settings for animating the above scenario.

3. Answer the following questions based on HTML :

(a) What is the difference between <FONT> and <BASEFONT> tags? 2
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(b) Write the HTML code to generate the web page in the format shown: 8

Consider the following points while writing the HTML code:

1. The title of the web page is Hillside Resort.

2. The background colour of the web page is tan.

3. Text style of main heading is Papyrus and that of the rest of the page is
Comic Sans MS.

4. The image used is flowers.jpg

5. The line is green in colour and 6 pixels thick.

6. The table has a blue coloured border that is 4 pixels thick.

7. Use the concept of nested lists for creating the given list.

8. The link at the bottom is an e-maillinktotheaddressHSR@resorts.com

4 Answer the following questions based on ASP:

(a) Give one reason why server side scripting is essential. 1

(b) Name any two collections of the Request Object. 1

(c) Name the object and its method: 3
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(i) To clear the buffered HTML output of a response without displaying it

(ii) To block other clients from modifying the variables of an application

(iii) To create a new instance of a server component ..

(d) Name the two objects necessary to read from a text file. Also write their main
function. 2

(e) Give the output of the following statements: 3

(i) Response.write(7 * 6 - 121 ( 8 MOD 3 ))

(ii) Response.write(MID("Examination", 4,3) & SPACE(2) & LEFT("CBSE",2))

(iii) Response.write(MONTHNAME(MONTH("17/06/2011 " )+3))

5. Answer the following questions based on ASP:

(a) What is the difference between the MoveNext and Movelast methods of the
RecordSet object? 1

(b) Give the full form of OLE-DB. 1

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<%

DIM cnt, num

List = ARRAY (30, 15, 25, 10, 20, 40, 12, 16)

FOR cnt=0 to 6 STEP 2

Num= List (cnt) + List (cnt+l)

RESPONSE.WRITE(num & "<BR>")

NEXT

%>

(d) Rewrite the following code after removing all errors and underline each correction: 2

<%

DIM A = 30

DO A > 0

SUM = SUM + F1 (A)
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RESPONSE. DISPLAY ("SUM = " & SUM)

A = A - 10

LOOP

FUNCTION F1 (NUM)

F1 = NUM MOD 6

END

%>

(e) BLOOM cards uses banner advertisements to fund their web site as shown below 4

Create an ASP file" Greeting.asp" to display different banner advertisement
on the web page. The ads to be displayed are stored in the file myads.txt.

6 Answer the following questions based on VBSCRIPT:

(a)  What is event handing? Name the event that occurs when the mouse cursor is
brought over an element on a web page. 2

(b) Rewrite the following code using a DO WHILE instead of FOR loop without
affecting the output: 2

<%

DIM prod

prod = 1

FOR n = 6 TO 1 step - 2

Prod = prod * 2

RESPONSE. WRITE (prod & "<BR>")
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NEXT

%>

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBSCRIPT">

DIM S1 , S2, LEN1, LEN2

S1 = "Happy"

S2 = "Anniversary"

LEN1 = LEN(Sl)

LEN2 = LEN(S2)

IF LEN2 MOD LENl = 0 THE1

DOCUMENT.WRITE (S1 & S2)

ELSE

DOCUMENT.WRITE (S2 & S1)

END IF

< / SCRIPT>

(d) Write the HTML code to generate the. following form: 4

Write the VBScript code to display the PTM data on the click of the GET
PTM DATE button as :

12/10/2012 if class entered is between 1 to 6 and
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15/10/2012 if class is between 7 to 12

If the user enters any class other than the above then an error message should
be displayed.

7. (a) What is a network topology? 1

(b) Name any two modes of wireless transmission media. 1

(c) What are the following software used for : 2

(i) PHP

(ii) GNU

(d) What is a firewall? What is its use? 2

(e) FurturZ Software Company has set up its new centre at New Delhi for its
office and web based activities. It has 4 blocks of buildings as shown:

Centre to centre distances between various buildings is as follows

Main Wing to Zeta Wing 80 m

Zeta Wing to Cyber Wing 100 m

Cyber Wing to Core Wing 40 m

Main Wing to Cyber Wing 120 m

Zeta Wing to Core Wing 150 m

Main Wing to Core Wing 130 m
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Number of Computers:

Main Win 50

Zeta Win 40

Cyber Win 250

Core Win 100

(i) Suggest a cable layout of connections between buildings and name the topology
used 1

(ii) Suggest the most suitable place (Wing) to house the server of this-organization
with a suitable reason. 1

(iii) Where should the repeaters be placed ? 1

(iv) The parent company of FuturZ Software Company is situated in Hyderabad.
Suggest the most economical method of linking the head office and this office
that can provide fast communication. 1
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QUESTION PAPER CODE 89/1

1 (a) Name any two methods that can be used to create a table 1

Ans Methods for creating a table are:

1. Using the Design view

2. Using the Datasheet view / By entering data

3. Using the Wizard

(% mark each for mentioning any two methods correctly)

(b) Explain the term attribute and degree with the help of an example 2

Ans Attribute refers to the column of a table. It is the property under which the
data is categorized. Degree is the number of attributes in a table.

Prod_ID Frod_name Price Category Availability       
Degree=5

711 Saine Toothpaste 35 SOAPS 20                   Attribute

234 Sugar 45 EDIBLE 52
424 Caocolate Box 125 EDIBLE 12
543 Detergent 62 SOAPS 26

Marking Scheme — Multimedia and Web Technology
(SUB CODE -067)

General Instructions :

Marking Scheme is the final document for all references with regard to evaluation and
cannot be altered under any circumstances

The answen given in the marking scheme are SUGGESTIVE, Examiners are requested
to award marks for all alternative correct Solutions/Answers conveying the similar
meaning

In VBScript and ASP, ignore case sensitivity for identifiers (Variable/Sut routines/
Functions)

In HTML, ignore case sensitivity, spaces and spelling errors in HTML tags (that sound
same) and atributes (Example: <BODY bgcolor> and <body bg color> and <FORNT>
are acceptable)
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(1 mark each for the correct definition of each of the two terms)

NOTE: Full marks to be awarded in case both the concepts are
explained only with the help of an example.

(c) The relation Products is used to maintain some data related to products sold
in a Grocery Store. Study the table and answer the following questions:

Prod 10 Prod name Price Category Availability

711 Shine Toothpaste 35 SOAPS 20

234 Suqar 45 EDIBLE 52

424 Chocolate Box 125 EDIBLE 12

543 Detergent 62 SOAPS 26

(i) Name the field that can act as a primary key in the table Products. 1

Ans The field Prod_ID can act as the primary key in the table

OR

The field prod name can act as the primary key in the table

(1 mark for naming the correct field)

(ii) If a separate table Price needs to be created to maintain information
about each product's price, name any two fields from the above table
that should be included in the new table. 1

Ans Prod_ID and Price  OR  prod name and Price ..

(½ mark each for naming the two fields correctly)

(iii) Name the type of relation that would exist between the table Products
and the newly created table Price. 1

Ans One-to-One

(1 mark for naming the correct type of relation)

(d) Give the full form of AVI. 1

Ans Audio Video Interleave

(1 mark for the correct expansion)

NOTE: ½ mark if any two words are expanded correctly like Audio Visual
Interleave
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(e) Name any two audio formats that are most appropriate for using in web pages. 1

Ans WAV / MP3 / MP4 / MIDI / AIFF / ASF or any other correct format

(½ mark each for naming any two sound formats correctly)

(f) What is the difference between a file with .FLA extension and one with .SWF
extension? 2

Ans A Flash file can be edited whereas the SWF file cannot be edited.

(2 marks for anyone correct differentiation point between the two)

NOTE: 1½ marks to be awarded in case only the extension of both
formats is given i.e. Flash file and Shock Wave File

2. Questions below are based on Macromedia Flash:

(a) Explain the use of the Guide Layer. 1

Ans. A guide layer is used to assign an animation path that links to an object placed
on another layer during motion tweening.

OR

(1 mark for the correct usage)

NOTE: No marks to be deducted if the concept is explained with the
help of a diagram

(b) Differentiate between Layer and Timeline. 2

Ans A layer is an organization device that allows one to separate the content of a
movie into manageable sizes whereas the timeline represents the chronological
order of frames in a movie
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(2 marks for anyone correct differentiation point between the two)

NOTE: No marks to be deducted if both the concepts are explained
graphically

(c) What is a blank key frame?

Ans A blank key frame is a key frame with no content

OR

A blank key frame is a key frame that is waiting to be filled with content

OR

A key frame with no content that is essential for situations when the preceding
content differs totally from the previous frames.

OR

A blank keyframe is denoted by a hollow dot in the timeline

OR

(1 mark for the correct definition)

NOTE: No marks to be deducted if the concept is explained graphically

(d) Give one advantage of dividing a movie into multiple scenes. 1

Ans To make editing simple/easy

OR

To make a movie easy to handle/maintain/manage
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OR

Each scene has their independent timeline thereby making the editing process
simpler.

(1 mark for mentioning anyone advantage correctly)

(e) Name any two formats of which a flash movie can be published. 1

Ans.   MOV / .GIF / .JPEG /.HQX / .SWF / .HTML / .PNG/ .SMIL / .EXE

(½ mark each for naming any two of the above mentioned formats
correctly)

(f) Observe the image given below and do as directed: 4

The image on the left hand side shows the position and size for frame 1.

The image on the right shows the image and size for frame 40.

The shape on the left is blue in colour while the one on the right side is
red in colour.

Write the procedure and property settings for animating the above scenario.

Ans. Select frame 1 from the time line and select Insert a new Symbol >
Graphic

Create the blue coloured square on the stage using the rectangle tool
on the left hand side.

Insert an instance of this symbol in frame 1.

Select frame 40 from the timeline and Select Insert →  Keyframe

Using the arrow tool, Select and Delete the square

Use the oval tool to Create a red coloured circle symbol and place
it on the right hand side of the stage at the desired location

Select all frames from 1 to 40.

Open the tween panel and choose Create Shape Tween.
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OR Any other equivalent method.

(½ mark for each step)

Note: Full marks to be awarded if the child has written the highlighted
portions in the above steps instead of writing complete sentences

3. Answer the following questions based of HTML:

(a) What is the difference between using the <EMBED> tag and <A> tag for ad-
ding music to a web page? 2

Ans The <EMBED> tag places the music within the web page whereas the <A> tag
is used to create a hyperlink to a music file that resides on some other web page.

(2 marks for anyone correct differentiation point between the two)

NOTE: 1 mark if usaae of onlv one of the tags is explained

(b) Write the HTML code to generate the web page in the format shown: 8
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The title of the web page is Smart Uniforms.

The background colour of the web page is pink.

Text style of main heading is Papyrus and that of the rest of the page is
Comic Sans MS.

The line is red in cclour and 6 pixels thick.

The table has a blue coloured border that is 4 pixels thick.

Use the concept of nested lists for creating the given list.

The word online In the sentence above the table is hyperlinked to the
page order.htm.

The image used is uniform.jpg.

Ans. <HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Smart Uniforms</TITLE> (½ mark)

</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR="pink"> (½ mark)

<FONT FACE="papyrus"> (½ mark)

<H1 ALIGN="left">Smart Uniforms</H1> (½ mark)

<HR SIZE=6 WIDTH="SO%" COLOR="red"> (1 mark)

<BR>

<FONT F ACE="COMIC SANS MS">

The best uniform providers of Delhi NCR. Providing uniforms to more than
50 prestigious schools in Delhi

<P> Outstanding features of Smart Uniforms:

<BR>

<UL>

<LI> We use best quality textiles (1 mark)

<OL>
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<LI> Suitable for Extreme weather conditions

<LI> No fading and colour running

</OL>

<LI> Latest and smart designing

<LI> Affordable prices

</UL>

<BR> 1 mark

You can order uniforms  <a href="booking.htm">online</a>  or from one
of our retail outlets:

<CENTER>

<TABLE BORDER = 4 BORDERCOLOR="blue"> 1 mark

<TH>Location <TH> Address

<TR>

<TO> South Delhi

<TO> 10, DDA Market, Malviya Nagar

<TR>

<TO> Central/West Delhi 1 mark

<TO> Shop 15A, Main Road, Karol Bagh

<TR>

<TO> North Delhi

<TO> Smart Emporium, 6, M.K. Road, Kamla Nagar

</TABLE>

<IMG SRC = "school_uniform.gif"> 1 mark

</CENTER>             Conditional

</BODY>        ½ mark

</HTML>
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(½ mark for correct use of <TITLE> tag)

+ (½ mark for body background colour)

+ (½ mark for mentioning the correct font type for either heading or web page)

+ (½ mark for displaying the heading correctly on the left)

+ (1 mark for drawing the horizontal line)

+ (1 mark for displaying the image correctly in the center)

+ (1 mark for correctly creating the nested list (% mark for each list))

+ (1 mark for making table border 4 pixel thick with border color blue)

+ (1 mark for correctly creating the table using <TR> and <TD> tags)

+ (1 mark for correctly creating the link on the text)

Note: 1 mark to be awarded for correct use of <HTML> and <BODY>
tags if any of the above mentioned tags are not given properly

4. Answer the following questions based on ASP:

(a) Name any two equivalent tools of ASP. 1

Ans PHP / JSP / PERL / CGI / Python / Cold Fusion

(½ mark each for any two correct equivalent tools)

(b) Name the object of ASP object model used for handling errors. 1

Ans (Full 1 Mark) (½ Mark)

ASPError Object Error Object OR Error

OR OR

ASPError ErrorASP Object OR ErrorASP

(1 mark for mentioning the correct object)

Note: ½ mark to be awarded for partially correct answer like Error
Object OR Error ASP Object

(c) Name the object and its method: 3

(i) To send the buffered HTML output immediately.
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(ii) To execute as ASP file.

(iii) That causes the browser to connect to a different web page.

Ans (i)  Object: Response Method: Flush

(ii)  Object: Server Method: Execute

(iii) Object: Response Method: Redirect

(½ mark each for naming the Object and Method correctly for each part)

(d) Write the ASP statements to create a cookie named "Location" and store the value
of "Jaipur" in it and retrieve the value stored in the cookie named "Location". 2

Ans <% Response.Cookie("Location")= "Jaipur"

Request. Cookie("Location")

%>

(1 mark for creating the cookie)

+(1 mark for retrieving the value)

Note: Marks should not be deducted if the variables/values are not
enclosed in quotes or are enclosed in single quotes

(e) Give the output of the following statements: 3

(i) Response.write((17-2*3) \ (15 MOD 4))

(ii) Respone.write(LCASE(MID("JigSaw Puzzle",3,6)))

(iii) Response.write(MONTHNAME(MONTH("15/1 0/2011 ")+2))

Ans.        (Full 1 Mark) (½ Mark)

(i) 3 11

(ii) gsaw p gSaw P OR Saw Pu OR saw pu

(iii) December October

(1 mark for each correct output of each part)

NOTE: ½ mark for any other partially correct answer

5. Answer the following questions based on ASP.

(a) What is the use of the FileSystemObject? 1
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Ans The FileSystemObject provides access from an ASP script to the file stored
on the hard disk.

OR

It allows the user to work with text files

OR

It includes all the basic methods for working with the text file system

(1 mark for the correct usage)

(b) Give the full form of ODBC. 1

Ans Open Database Connectivity

(1 mark for the correct expansion)

NOTE: ½ mark if any two words are expanded correctly like Open
Database Connection

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<%

DIM cnt,num

List=ARRAY (14, 12, 32, 15, 8, 4, 2, 10)

FOR cnt = 7 to 1 STEP - 2

Num =List( cnt) - List( cnt-1)

RESPONSE.WRITE(num&"<BR>") .

NEXT

%>

Ans (Full 2 Marks) (1½ Marks) (1 Mark)

8 8 - 4 -17 - 2 8

- 4 OR 4

-17 8 - 4 -17 - 2 17

- 2 2

OR

8 4 17 2

OR

8 4 17 2
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(½ mark for each correct value of the output)

Note: ½ mark to be deducted if the numbers are given on the same
line 1 mark to be deducted if the sign is missing in front of the negative
numbers

(d) Rewrite the following code after removing all errors and underline each correction: 2

<%

option explicit

PROC DISPLAY(S1)

REQUEST.WRITE(Happy&S 1)

End Proc

S= "Birthday"

call display(s)

Ans <%

option explicit

SUB DISPLAY(S1)

RESPONSE.WRITE( "Happy" & S1)

End SUB

S= "Birthday"

call display(s)

%>

(½ mark each for correcting any four out of six corrections shown
above)

OR

(1 Mark for only identifying any four errors)

NOTE: Marks should not be deducted for mentioning any other error/
correction

Either the statement removed or type
new statement just below DIM S
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(e) FastnSafe Radio Taxis displays information about their service charges and
distance between important location of the city using the content rotator
component as shown below: 4

FASTnSAFE Radio Taxis

The Reliable Radio Taxi service that takes you to your destination quickly.

Rajouri Garden to Connaught Place distance: 16 Km @ Rs. 10: Rs 160

Create an ASP file "taxis. asp" with the above specification. The distance
information is stored in a text file named routes.txt.

Ans <HTML>

<BODY>

<CENTER>  <H1>FASTnSAFE Radio Taxis</H1>  </CENTER>

<P>

The Reliable radio Taxi- service that takes you to your destination quickly

<%

Set myCont=Server. CreateObject(IIMSWC. ContentRotator")

%>

<P ALlGN="CENTER"><%   = my~nt.ChooseContent(lroutes.txt")   %>

</BODY>

</HTML>

OR Response. Write (myCont. ChooseContent("routes. txt"))

(1 mark for correct <H1> tag)

(1 mark for displaying the text)

(1 mark for correct usage of CreateObject)

 (1 mark for correct usage of ChooseContent)

6. Answer the following questions based on VBScript:

(a) Observe the following script: 2

<SCRIPTLANGUAGE= "VBSCRIPT">
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OPTION EXPLICIT

DIM A,B

A = 10

B = 20

1 = 1

DO WHILE 1<=5

C = B-A

DOCUMENT.WRITE C

A=A-1

B=B+2

1=1+1

LOOP

</SCRIPT>

Every time this script is executed, the programmer receives an error as soon
as the FOR loop is reached. Identify the error and write the corrected code.

Ans Option 1:

The error occurs because the variables I and C are undefined. There are two
possible solutions:

1. Remove the OPTION EXPLICIT command from the script

2. Declare both the variables I and C using the DIM command as shown
below:

DIM I, C

(1 mark for identifying the error and 1 mark for correcting it using
anyone of the above mentioned method)

OR

Option 2:

Error in question as no FOR loop exists in the code

(Full two marks for pointing out error in the question)
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(b) Rewrite the following code using a DO WHILE instead of FOR loop without
affecting the output 2

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript">

DIM A

A = 1

FOR B = 1 to 10 STEP 3

A = A + B

DOCUMENTWRITE(A & "<br>")

NEXT

</SCRIPT>

Ans <SCRIPT LANGUAGE=”VBScript">

DIM A

A = 1

B = 1

DO WHILE B <= 10

A=A+B

DOCUMENTWRITE(A & "<br>")

B = B + 3

LOOP

</SCRIPT>

(½ mark for making each of the four underlined corrections)

(c) Predict the output of the following code: 2

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBSCRIPT">

DIM S, len1, len2

s = ”Play"

len1 = len(s)
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FOR num=1 TO len1

DOCUMENTWRITE (LEFT(s,num))

NEXT

</SCRIPT>

Ans P PI Pia Play OR PPIPlaPlay

OR

P

PI

Pia

Play

(½ mark for each correct underlined word in the output)

Note: No marks to be deducted for wrong case or for writing the output
on separate lines

(d) Write HTML code to generated the following form: 4

Write the VBScript code to display the fees for the Dance Course as

Rs. 600 for children aged 6 - 10

Rs. 1,000 for children aged 11 - 16

When the user clicks on the CALCULATE button. If the user enters any age
other than the above then an error message "Not Eligible" should be displayed.
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Ans <HTML>

<HEAD> <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="vbscript">

sub b1_OnClick

age=f1.t1.value

SELECT CASE age IF age>=6 AND age<=10 THEN

CASE 6,7,8,9, 1 0 fee=600

fee = 600 ELSE IF age > = 6 AND age < = 10 THEN

CASE 11,12,13,14,15,16             OR fee=1000

fee=1000 ELSE

CASE ELSE MSGBOX "Not Eligible"

document.write "Not Eligible" END IF

END SELECT END IF

f1.t2.value = fee

END SUB

</SCRIPT> </HEAD>

<BODY>

<FORM NAME="f1 ">

<P ALlGN=CENTER>

<B>JAZZY DANCE ACADEMY

<P>

Enter Age of your child:

<INPUT TYPE = "TEXT" NAME="t1">1

<BR><BR>

FEE AMOUNT :   <INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="t2">

<BR><BR>

<CENTER>
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<INPUT TYPE="BUTTON" V ALUE="CALCULA TE" name="b1">

</FORM> </BODY> </HTML>

(½ mark for the <FORM> tag)

(½ mark for creating the textbox)

(½ mark for creating the button)

(½ mark for associating the subroutine with the button element)

(½ mark for extracting the value and storing it in a variable)

(1 mark for the conditional statement - IF or SELECT CASE)

(½ mark for displaying the fee in the text box)

NOTE: No marks to be deducted if f1.t1.value/f1.t2.value is used in
all places instead of using a variable

7 (a) Give two main advantage of star topology. .. 1.

Ans Two main advantages of star topology are:

1. Easy to install and wire

2. Easy to detect faults and to remove parts / Easy to troubleshoot

3. Highly reliable

Or any other valid advantage

(½ mark each for any two correct advantages)

(b) Name any two wired transmission media. 1

Ans Optical fibre cable / Twisted pair cable / Co-axial cable / HDMI cable / CAT5

OR any other correct cable type

(½ mark each for naming any two wired transmission media)

(c) Name an Open Source Software for the following Applications: 2

Database Management System

Operating System
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Ans (i) MySQL / Postgre SQL / Postgre

(ii) GNU / LINUX /Android Mobile Operating System / Darwin / Chrome

OR any other correct Open Source DBMS or Operating System

(1 mark for naming the correct software for each part)

(d) What is Video Conferencing? Name the main equipment required for it. 2

Ans Video Conferencing provides real time video and voice communication
between terminals, over a network. The main equipment required is webcam,
microphone and a personal computer.

(1 mark for the correct definition)

(1 mark for mentioning the correct equipment - any two)

(e) Gyan University is setting up its network in the new University campus located
in Chandigarh. The campus has four main Buildings as shown in the diagram
below: 2

Centre to centre distance between various buildings is as follows:

Management Block to Admin Block 120 m

Admin Block to IT Block 100 m

IT Block to Science Block 90 m

Management Block to IT Block 160 m

Management Block to Science Block 180 m

Admin Block to Science Block 130 m
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Number of Computer:

Management Block 50

Admin Block 160

IT Block 120

Science Block 100

(i) Suggest a suitable cable layout of connections between buildings and name
the topology used. 1

Ans

OR  Star topology is the most suitable.

(1 Mark for drawing /writing any valid connectivity or topology or
diagram connecting various buildings inside the campus)

NOTE: Ignore placement/order of buildings in the diagrammatic
representation

(ii) Suggest the most suitable place (Wing) to house the server of this organization
with a suitable reason. 1

Ans Admin Block is the most suitable place to house the server as. it has the
maximum number of computers.

OR

Admin Block since it is closest to the other three buildings

(½ Mark for writing correct place)

(½ Mark for correct justification)

(iii) Gyan University needs to be connected to the Gyan Engineering College
located in N. Delhi. Suggest the most economical method of linking the head

office and this office that can provide reliable communication. 1

Ans Radio waves OR TCP/IP or dial-up connection

(1 mark for suggesting the most economical method)
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QUESTION PAPER CODE 89

1 (a) ldentify the most suitable data type for the following data-items : 1

(i) Age of a person

(ii) An Address

Ans The most suitable data type is:

(i) Age of a person -   Number

(ii) An Address –   Text

(½ mark each for mentioning both the data types correctly)

(b) Explain the terms tuple and cardinality with the help of an example. 2

Ans Tuple refers to a record of a table. Cardinality is the number of tuples in a table

Nations

Nat 10 Nat name Population Area

A102 India 1.21 billion 3287

E054 Spain 0.05 billion 504

F062 Nigeria 0.16 billion 923

N013 Canada 0.04 billion 17075 I

(1 mark each for the correct definition of each of the two terms)

NOTE: No marks to be deducted in case both the concepts are
explained only with the help of an example.

(c) The relation Nations is used to maintain some statistics related to some nations
of the world. Study the table and answer the following questions:

Nations

Nat_ID Net_name Population Area Status

A102 India 1.21 billion 3287 Developing

E054 Spain 0.05 billion 504 Developed

F062 Nigeria 0.16 billion 923 Developing

N013 Canada 0.04 billion 17075 Developed

Tuble

Cardinality = 4
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(i) Name the field that can act as a primary key in the table Nations. 1

Ans The field  Nat_ID  can act as the primary key in the table

OR

The field  Nat_name  can act as the primary key in the table

(1 mark for naming the correct field)

(ii) If a separate table Population needs to be created to maintain information
about each country's population, name any two fields from the above table
that should be include in the new table. 1

Ans Nat_ID and Population  OR  Nat_name and Population

(½ mark each for naming the two fields correctly)

(iii) Name the type of relation that would exist between the table Nations and the
newly created table Population. 1

Ans   One-to-One

(1 mark for naming the correct type of relation)

(d) Give the full form of MIDI. 1

Ans Musical Instrument Digital lnterface

(1 mark for the correct expansion)

NOTE: ½ mark if any two words are expanded correctly like Musical
Instrument Data Interaction OR Musical Instrument Digital
Interaction

(e) Name any two image formats that are most popularly used while designing web
pages. 1

Ans JPEG / JPG / GIF / TIFF / PNG / or any other correct format

(½ mark each for naming any two image formats correctly)

(f) What is the difference between using a GIF image and a Flash movie in a web
page? 2

Ans. A Flash movie can be stopped or restarted by the user while in GIF user
interaction is not possible
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OR

It is very easy to edit a Flash movie, while editing of GIF animation is not possible

(2 marks for anyone correct differentiation point between the two)

NOTE: 1 mark if only one of the term is explained

2. Answer the following questions based on Macromedia Flash:

(a) Explain the use of the Mask Layer. 1

Ans A mask layer is used to hide any layers linked to it

OR

A mask layer is used to show portions of underlying layer through the mask
design while other parts remain hidden

OR

A mask layer is used to show certain portions and hide the rest of the layer

OR

A mask layer is used to create a binocular effect where selected portions of
the underlying layer are visible

(1 mark for the correct usage)

NOTE: No marks to lie deducted if the concept is explained with the
help of an illustration

(b) Differentiate between symbol and instance. 2

Ans Symbol is a reusable object stored in the flash library whereas an instance is
a copy of the symbol place on the stage.

OR

Symbol is stored in the flash library whereas an instance is placed on the stage

(2 marks for anyone correct differentiation point between the two)

NOTE: 1 mark if only one of the terms is explained

(c) What is a key frame? 1

Ans A key frame is a frame that marks a change in an object's properties from the
preceding frame.


